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A bstract
Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs), also known as Intermittently Connected 
Networks (ICNs), are wireless networks in which there is no contemporaneous end-to- 
end connectivity. In these networks, the message delivery relies on the Store-Carry- 
Forward (SCF) routing behavior.
Routing is an important research area in DTNs. Up to now, the partial knowledge about 
network topology information has been adopted by numerous previous works using 
encounter prediction. Since the large variation of network topology is a key challenge for 
routing in DTNs due to sparse network density, the motivation for proposing geographic 
routing in DTNs is because of the least dependence on network topology information. 
In addition, geographic routing inherently does not rely on the contemporaneous end- 
to-end connectivity to relay the message.
Considering that geographic routing in DTNs has not received much attention, the 
contributions in this thesis are as follows:
1:-The motivation for investigating geographic routing in DTNs together with its chal­
lenges are identified, based on an original taxonomy on routing in DTNs. The challenges 
are considered as how to reliably relay the message, handle the local maximum problem, 
and address the unavailable realtime location of mobile destination.
2:-A geographic routing algorithm considering the stationary destination is proposed, 
focusing to overcome the limitation of the given geometric metric requiring both pair­
wise nodes moving towards destination and handle its local maximum problem.
3:-Based on overcoming these two challenges, a geographic routing algorithm using 
historical geographic information of the destination is proposed, by taking into account 
its mobility. This overcomes the challenge to obtain the current geographic information 
of mobile destination due to sparse network density, as the centralized location service 
system may be unavailable in this case.
4:-Finally, a delegation based geographic routing algorithm is proposed, while overcom­
ing the identified three challenges. The motivation is to further enhance the routing 
performance in an efficient way.
Key words: Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks, DTN, Geographic Routing, Store- 
Carry-Forward, Unicast, Sparse Networks
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to the characteristic of challenged environment suffering from frequent disruption, 
sparse network density and limited device capability, routing algorithms designed for 
Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs) can not perform effectively under these con­
straints, since the availability of contemporaneous end-to-end connectivity is essen­
tial for conventional routing algorithms such as Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 
(AODV) [10] or Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [11]. However, this does not prevent 
bridging communication between the disconnected areas, as the concept of Intermit­
tently Connected Networks (ICNs) is proposed to overcome these difficulties using the 
Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) routing behavior.
1.1 Concept and Applications of D T N s
In ICNs, mobile nodes are capable of communicating with each other even if the contem­
poraneous end-to-end connectivity is unavailable. Furthermore, the global knowledge 
about the network is not essential for the mobile nodes in ICNs. Given the lack of 
contemporaneous end-to-end connectivity that prevents the conventional routing algo­
rithms designed for MANETs from working effectively in ICNs, the Bundle Protocol 
[12] borrowing from the concept of Email protocol is proposed by the Internet Re­
search Task Force (IRTF) Delay Tolerant Networking Research Group (DTNRG) [13], 
to behave as a convergence layer protocol on top of the Transmission Control Protocol
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(TCP) layer for enhancing the transmission reliability, as shown in Fig. 1.1 that data are 
transmitted via the router that is aware of Bundle layer protocol, among heterogenous 
networks.
Host
Source agent
BundleLayer
Sub network
BundleLayer
DTN Gateway
B undleLayer
TCP
Other
Networking
Technology
IP
Sub network
B undleLayer
Other
Networking
Technology
B undleLayer
Other
Networking
Technology
Host
Router Source agent
B undleLayer
Other
Networking
Technology
Region 1 Region 2
Fig. 1.1: Bridging Communication Between Different Sub-networks via DTN Architec­
ture [1]
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Fig. 1.2; Applications of DTNs
Thanks to the most recent tutorial [14], providing a rigorous definition about the dif­
ference between Delay/Disruption Networking (DTN) [15] and ICNs. Here, DTN is the 
network architecture while ICNs are a type of network. Also, the authors in [4] provide 
the concept of Opportrmistic Networks (ONs) and interpret it is as a more flexible en-
1.2. Existing Research Activities in DTNs
vironmeiit than Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs). In this thesis, the term 
ICNs, ONs are interchangeable with Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) for 
the purpose of generalization, since the thesis focuses on routing issue for this type of 
networks without investigating the DTN architecture.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.2, the space application of DTNs is for Interplanetary Networks 
(IPNs) [1] with a low network dynamic. In mobile wireless networks, the terrestrial 
applications of DTNs have been envisioned for UnderWater Networks (UWNs) [16], 
Pocket Switched Networks (PSNs) [17], Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs) [18], 
Airborne Networks (ANs) [19] and suburb networks for developing region [20].
1.2 Existing Research A ctivities in D T N s
Up to now, the research activities in DTNs are being investigated for application layer 
design [21], convergence layer design [22], routing [5], congestion control [23], flow 
control [24] and security [25], which are briefly introduced as follows:
Application Layer Design: The design of application layer protocol is the most 
challenging issue since the network architecture needs to deal with system component, 
like network protocol, which is fixed and known. However, the application has to deal 
with user interest, which is more dynamic.
Convergence Layer Design: This research issue is separated into the proposal for 
space DTNs (or referred as IPNs) and terrestrial DTNs. More specifically, the long 
delay is more concerned for space DTNs even when the connectivity exists. In contrast, 
the communication in terrestrial DTNs somehow is with frequent disruption. As such, 
these properties have to be considered for these two types of applications.
Congestion Control: Congestion control in DTNs is affected by the acknowledgement 
strategy since once the message is acknowledged, the cached message can be discarded 
to alleviate the buffer space exhaustion.
Flow Control: Instead of the traditional end-to-end based approach, flow control in 
DTNs requires a hop-by-hop behavior to provide the information on traffic and local 
resource availability that can also be used from upper layer.
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Security: In DTNs, it would be hard for a certificate authority to exchange crypto­
graphic message with a particular node due to the lack of contemporaneous end-to-end 
connectivity. Apart from key management, DoS attacks, access control, privacy and 
anonymity are also being investigated.
Routing: In contrast to routing in MANETs, routing in DTNs is more difficult due 
to the lack of the most recent network topology information. This thesis focuses on 
routing issue.
1.3 Background of Routing in DTNs
Given the examples in Fig.1.3(a) and Fig.1.3(b) where message M  is relayed from node 
A  to node C via node B, the difference between routing in MANETs and DTNs is that 
the former relies more on symmetric relaying the message with a multi-hop routing 
behavior, thanks to the contemporaneous end-to-end connectivity. Whereas the latter 
relies more on the mobility of mobile nodes to create encounter opportunity for an 
asymmetric routing behavior, under the assumption of intermittent connectivity.
Initially, A carries 
message M
A fterw ards, A relays M 
to B when B is in 
proxim ity
Finally, M is delivered 
by C  when B 
encounters C
Message M  is relayed via A-B- 
C symmetrically from Time 1 to 
Time 3
A V
Time 2
a‘v
Time 1
Time 3
Time I
Time 2
Time 3
(a) Routing in MANETs (b) Routing in DTNs
Fig. 1.3: Illustration of Routing in MANETs and DTNs
1.3. Background of Routing in DTNs
As illustrated in TABLE 1,1, routing in DTNs suffers more from long delivery delay than 
MANETs due to the asymmetrical routing behavior, and low transmission reliability 
while taking into account limited encounter duration and the lack of contemporaneous 
end-to-end connectivity.
TAB E 1.1; Difference Between Routing in M ANETs and DTNs
Routing in M ANETs Routing in DTN s
End-To-End Connectivity Contemporaneous Frequently Disconnected
Delivery Delay Short Long
Transmission Reliability High Low
Routing Behavior Symmetric Asymmetric
1.3.1 Definitions U sed in This Thesis
Bundle [12]: It is an arbitrary size data unit in DTNs, where the size of a bundle 
is defined according to the specific application requirement. It is also regarded as the 
message for the purpose of generalization.
Encounter O pportunity  [5]: It is an encounter between pairwise nodes. Specifically, 
an encounter opportunity is regarded as a tuple consisting of (t,m, 6), where t is the 
time duration of an encounter, m is a set of messages requested for transmission and 
b is the bandwidth speed of DTN device. For reliable transmission, the total size of 
messages m being transmitted during an encounter opportunity should not exceed the 
maximum volume of the encounter opportunity, which is determined by t x b.
Store-Carry-Forward [5]: When a node carries a message while there is no con­
temporaneous end-to-end path to its destination or even a connectivity to any other 
node, this message would be stored in this node, and wait for the upcoming encounter 
opportunity with other nodes for message relaying.
Candidate Node [5]: Based on the definition of Store-Carry-Forward, the encountered 
node selected as the message relay is defined as the candidate node for this message.
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1.3.2 General Challenges for R outing in D T N s
Bandwidth: This factor determines the number of messages that can be transmitted at 
each encounter opportunity. For instance, if the bandwidth of a DTN device is sufficient 
to transmit all the requested traffic load within a given encounter duration, then this 
is reasonable. However, if the traffic load increases due to a large number of users or 
a larger size of messages being transmitted, then the unsuccessful transmissions due to 
insufficient encounter duration should be taken into account. Therefore, to estimate the 
number of messages that can be successfully transmitted is useful to reduce the number 
of aborted messages due to insufficient encounter duration. In addition, to transmit 
messages according to a corresponding priority is beneficial to utilize the bandwidth.
Buffer Space: The sufficient buffer space is essential for the carried messages, since 
they would be buffered for a long period time until the upcoming encounter opportunity 
is available. In light of this, to discard the least important message due to buffer space 
exhaustion is beneficial to utilize the buffer space optimally.
Energy: A DTN device often has limited energy and can not be connected to the 
power supplier easily. Energy is required for transmitting, receiving, storing messages 
and performing routing process. Hence, the routing algorithms which transmit few 
messages and perform less computation are more energy efficient.
Mobility: The mobility factor describes the variation of movement and plays an im­
portant role in routing performance. Therefore, it is desirable to emulate the movement 
pattern of the targeted real world applications in an appropriate way. Otherwise, the 
observation drawn from the results may be misleading. In light of this, it is necessary 
to select the appropriate underlying mobility model while evaluating the routing per­
formance. Since it is difficult to obtain the global knowledge about the distribution 
of encounter probability or inter-meeting time in reality, knowledge and assumption 
regarding mobility model are more crucial to DTNs.
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1.3.3 Evaluation M etrics
Delivery Ratio: It is given by the ratio between the number of delivered messages 
and the number of generated messages.
Overhead Ratio: It is given by the ratio between the number of message transmissions 
required for delivery and the total number of messages delivered.
Delivery Latency: It is given by the time duration between the messages generation 
and their delivery.
1.4 Research M otivation for Geographic Routing in D T N s
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Fig. 1.4: Proportion of topology based and geographic routing algorithms reviewed 
in [2], which focuses on the comparison among unicasting algorithms and omits those 
combining with coding technique.
Since it is difficult to obtain the most recent information about network topology where 
the nodal mobility is mainly the factor that affects the variation of network topology, 
encounter prediction is vital for routing in DTNs. Up to now, numerous previous works 
in this area have mainly adopted the historical network topology information for one 
hop encounter prediction or time varied shortest path construction. This is because 
the continuous link towards destination may not exist, thus routing in DTNs either 
considers the one hop information to predict the encounter between destination, or 
estimates the time varied network topology via the shortest path routing approach.
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From the aspect of inadequate investigation, Geographic Routing (GR) is rarely re­
viewed comparing with other numerous topology based algorithms in [2], as a rarely 
addressed branch shown in Fig. 1,4. Referring to [5] [14], the reason for this lack of 
attention is that researchers inherently discuss the limitation of traditional topology 
routing algorithms designed for MANETs, such as Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
[11], when considering the intermittent connectivity in DTNs. Consequently, previous 
works are proposed mainly following the orientation of these tutorials articles [5] [14], 
where GR has not received much attention in DTNs.
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Fig. 1.5: Evaluation result in Krap’s Work [3], where the nodal density is 1 node/9000 
for dense networks and 1 node/35912 m? for sparse networks.
From the aspect of research feasibility [26] [27], GR does not require the assumption of 
contemporaneous end-to-end connectivity because only the one hop geographic infor­
mation of neighbor nodes is exploited, this means nodes do not have to worry about 
the disruption of the continuous link. Furthermore, GR can adapt to topology varia­
tion by its geometric relaying behavior, thus GR is more reliable for message delivery 
in the network with dynamic topology change such as DTNs. In Fig.l.5(a), Greedy 
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [28] as a geographic routing algorithm and DSR 
as a topology routing algorithm are compared under mobile scenario. Here, it is ob­
served that GPSR outperforms DSR in terms of message delivery ratio, in case that 
there are either 200 or 50 nodes in dense networks. This is because that it is difficult 
to obtain the most recent topology information in mobile network, thus this inaccurate 
topology information affects routing decision of DSR even in case of dense networks. 
Besides, DSR achieves a higher delivery ratio given lower network dynamic following
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the increased nodal waiting time.
1.5 Challenges for Geographic Routing in D T N s
Conventional GR being designed for MANETs assumes that the realtime location of 
destination is available for any node in the network, and relays the message towards 
destination with the positive geometric process. However, the following challenges limit 
the feasibility of implementing GR in DTNs.
1.5.1 U nreliability for M essage Relaying
Regarding GR in MANETs, the message can be greedily relayed towards destination 
via the continuously connected path in a short time. However in DTNs, the node which 
is currently closer to the destination may not be in the future. This is because the node 
moving away from the destination may not encounter other nodes in a short time, when 
considering the nodal mobility and sparse network density. As shown in Fig. 1.5(b), the 
performance of GPSR is worse in sparse networks as compared to DSR.
1.5.2 Unavailability of the D estination’s R ealtim e Location
Considering the mobility of destination nodes, this challenge limits the feasibility of us­
ing centralized location service system to distribute the realtime geographic information 
in sparse networks, which results in the difficulty for message relay. This happens due 
to the fact that there is a long delay for request/reply the realtime location information 
in DTNs, thus the obtained information may be outdated and inaccurate for routing 
decision. It is emphasized that this challenge is in conflict with the high network den­
sity assumed by conventional GR in MANETs. In rural area, it is usually difficult to 
deploy the centralized location service system, thus the assumption in relation to this 
challenge is applicable at here.
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1.5.3 Difficulty for Handling the Local M axim um  Problem
Regarding GR in MANETs, this problem [29] describes that the message can not be 
relayed with a positive geometric progress towards destination. For example, a message 
can not be relayed to an encountered node which is closer to destination and thus 
this message will be constantly kept until a better encountered node is in proximity. 
Here, for candidate node selection in DTNs, the utility metric is defined according 
to the historical information to qualify the encountered node. However, conventional 
approaches designed for MANETs rely on the high network density, which is infeasible 
in DTNs due to sparse network density. In this case, the message delivery will be 
delayed because of the insufficient number of available encountered nodes for handling 
this problem. For example, the local maximum problem is handled by relaying the 
message around the void in Fig. 1.6(a), while this problem is difficult to be handled in 
Fig. 1.6(b) because of sparse network density. Particularly, Fig. 1.5(b) also shows the 
importance for handling the local maximum problem in sparse networks, where GPSR 
without addressing this problem suffers from a dramatic decrease regarding message 
delivery ratio as compared to the original version of GPSR.
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Fig. 1.6: Local Maximum Problems in MANETs and DTNs. In MANETs, High Net­
work Density is Helpful. In DTNs, Node B  Can’t Further Relay Message in Sparse 
Networks
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1.6 Contributions in This Thesis
1.6.1 Research Aim
111 general, routing performance should provide a tradeoff between maximizing the 
delivery ratio and minimizing the overhead ratio. On one hand, the ideal case of 
delivering the message before its limited lifetime with the lowest overhead ratio is to 
keep this message until the destination is in proximity. While on the other hand, the 
effective approach to maximize the message delivery ratio is to relay this message at 
each encounter opportunity taking into account the candidate node selection. Although 
it is expected that the applications of DTNs are inherently tolerant to the long delivery 
delay, they also benefit from short delivery latency.
The aim of this research focuses to achieve the high delivery ratio, low overhead ratio 
and low delivery latency, as the general performance requirements of routing algorithm.
1.6.2 Research M ethodology
Particularly, the improved geometric utility to select the appropriate candidate node is 
proposed, different from extensive previous works using topology utility. Furthermore, 
the proposed geographic algorithms are evaluated via simulation, where Opportunis­
tic Networks Environment (ONE) [30] simulator is selected because of its adequate 
contribution on routing in DTNs.
1.6.3 Research O bjectives
The objectives are to overcome the aforementioned challenges for geographic routing 
in DTNs, as follows:
• Unreliability for message relaying
• Unavailability of the destination’s realtime location
• Difficulty for handling the local maximum problem
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1.6.4 Research Achievem ents
• The first achievement designs a GR scheme based on stationary destination, aim­
ing to overcome the unreliability of message relay and handle the local maximum 
problem via Delegation Replication (DR). For making reliable routing decision, 
the proposed Come-Stop-Leave (GSL) is separated into Gome, Leave and Stop 
modes by taking into account the movement status of encountered node. For 
handling the local maximum problem, the message is replicated only if it can not 
currently be delivered within its expiration lifetime. Results show GSL outper­
forms other geographic routing algorithms in terms of the routing performance 
metrics aforementioned. Furthermore, the investigation on DR is also proven via 
analysis and results under the ideal assumption.
• The following achievement focuses on how to deliver the message if the real­
time location of mobile destination is unavailable due to sparse network density. 
Here, the movement region of destination using the historical geographic infor­
mation is proposed. The key idea is to replicate the message towards this region 
faster, or keep the message within this region for a longer time, as presented 
for Approach-and-Roam (AaR). Meanwhile, the local maximum problems for the 
Approach/Roam modes are considered. Extensive evaluation results under differ­
ent conditions as well as several sparse scenarios imported from real world show 
the advantage of AaR.
® Finally, based on previous contributions in GSL and AaR, DR is integrated for the 
proposed Converge-and-Diverge (CaD) to overcome the limitation of the proxim­
ity to destination as well as moving direction, when considering the mobility of 
destination. Note that the redundant message replication in these two modes is 
limited by comparing the utility of the encountered node with a gradually updated 
threshold value, in order to achieve the low overhead ratio while guaranteing the 
delivery ratio. In addition to the improved routing performance compared with 
other well known routing algorithms, results also show the the advantage of GaD 
over AaR in terms of lower overhead ratio.
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1.7 Structure of This Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a survey on routing in DTNs, where unicasting routing is the 
research focus in this thesis. This work has been accepted by IEEE Communication 
Surveys&Tutorials.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction about the Opportunistic Networks Environment 
(ONE) simulator, which includes the nodal capability, the available mobility model 
and routing algorithms, as well as the reporting function designed in ONE.
Chapter 4 provides a geographic approach named as “Come-Stop-Leave (CSL)” , con­
sidering the stationary destination. Here, in addition to addressing the local maximum 
problem, the Delegation Replication (DR) is investigated to overcome the limited reli­
ability for message relay. This work has been accepted by IEEE Globecom 2012.
Chapter 5 provides a geographic approach named as “Approach-and-Roam (AaR)” 
considering the mobility of destination. AaR mainly addresses the unavailability of the 
destination’s realtime location. In addition, the priority designed for message trans­
mission and discard is discussed given the limited bandwidth and buffer space. This 
work has been accepted by IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology.
Chapter 6 provides a geographic approach named as “Converge-and-Diverge (GaD)”, 
combining with the concept of Delegation Replication (DR). This approach is designed 
to achieve the routing performance in a more efficient way, while considering the mo­
bility of destination. This work has been accepted by IEEE Transactions on Vehicular 
Technology.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes contributions together with the highlighted future research 
directions.
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Fig. 2.1: Taxonomy of Pelusi’s Work [4]
Based on previous works [4] [5], this chapter specihes and extends the corresponding
branches, then classifies the existing routing algorithms in DTNs into unicasting, mul­
ticasting and anycasting issues.
As the taxonomies of the previous works illustrated in Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.2, the contri-
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Fig. 2.3: Taxonomy on Routing in DTNs as Proposed in This Thesis
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butions in [2] are as follows:
« The work in [2] improves the Dissemination Based branch that floods message (as 
“Naive Replication” family), and Context Based (as “Utility Forwarding” family) branch 
that forwards message towards a better qualifled node in [4].
• The work in [2] proposes another branch named as “Hybrid” family taking the advan­
tages of “Naive Replication” family and “Utility Forwarding” family, as an extensively 
investigated branch in the research community. Here, the “Hybrid” family is further 
classified into four sub-branches considering the different algorithm characteristics.
• Different from the perspective of the taxonomy proposed in [5] which classifies the 
routing algorithms depending on the underlying mobility model, [2] classifies the routing 
algorithms according to their design characteristics, which is significantly highlighted 
in “Hybrid” family.
• The work in [2] also reviews multicasting and anycasting issues in DTNs given their 
current research stages.
• The work in [2] surveys a large number of high quality references, based on taxonomy 
illustrated in Fig.2.3 as the improvement.
In this thesis, only the unicast routing algorithms in DTNs are reviewed.
2.2 Unicast Routing in D T N s W ithout Infrastructure A s­
sistance
Regarding the algorithms without infrastructure assistance, there are two basic families 
named as “Naive Replication” and “Utility Forwarding”, where the former relies on 
the replication approach to achieve a sufficient delivery using multiple message copies, 
while the latter is based on a utility metric to qualify encountered node to achieve an 
efficient forwarding by using single message copy. The “Hybrid” family as the evolution 
of the above two families is receiving extensive attention for routing in sparse networks. 
Relatively, the algorithms with additional infrastructure assistance focus more on route
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design or location deployment for such infrastructure, where the infrastructure is not 
regarded as an intrinsic node in the network.
2.2.1 Naive Replication Family
Regarding algorithms in this family, multiple copies of each message are replicated 
without considering the candidate node selection.
2.2.1.1 Flooding Based
Starting from Direct Delivery (DD) [31 j, in which the source node only relays the mes­
sage when the destination is in proximity. Strictly speaking, DD is a degraded case of 
the flooding based algorithm. Firstly, DD does not require any knowledge, which means 
its routing behavior is naive. Secondly, the message is only relayed to its destination 
without any additional relaying, thus the number of hops required for delivery is just 
one rather than multiple times using intermediate node forwarding. To this end, DD 
is considered as a degraded flooding based algorithm in “Naive Replication” family.
Epidemic [32] floods any message to any node which has not carried this message. 
Regardless of the buffer space exhaustion. Epidemic could guarantee the maximum 
delivery ratio.
In Two-Hop-Relay [31], the somce node only replicates each message to the first T 
encountered nodes, where the message is then delivered within two hops given the 
encounters between these T intermediate nodes and destination.
Particularly, Spray-and-Wait (SaW) [33] combines the diffusion speed of Epidemic [32] 
and the simplicity of Direct Delivery [31]. Initially, the source node sprays T message 
copies, where the message with one remaining copy ticket is then processed by Direct 
Delivery. Note that T is a predefined value for the copy tickets cached in each message, 
and the term “spray” means the source node replicates T - 1  message copies to the first 
T -  1 encountered nodes. In detail, the source SaW is extended from Two-Hop-Relay 
which uses one more relay. The binary SaW as an optimal approach to promote fast 
diffusion speed adopts a binary tree to equally spray the message copies rather than
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only allowing the source node to spray them. An example of binary SaW is illustrated 
in Fig.2.4, where the initial value of the copy tickets is defined as T — 4 for message 
M.  If source node A  encounters node B  which does not have M, a copy of M with 
T  — (4/2) = 2 is replicated to node B  and the original M  with T = (4 — 2) = 2 is kept 
by node A. This process continues until T = 1 and then followed by Direct Delivery 
for final delivery to node D. However in Fig.2.5, only node A can spray the message 
copies, resulting in a longer delivery delay.
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2.2.1.2 Coding Based
The coding technique is a methodology to compensate the degraded performance due 
to the link failure in DTNs.
The initial work in [34] combines erasure coding with Two-Hop-Relay [31], in which 
tlie message is split and encoded into a set of smaller size blocks. The receiver would
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reconstruct the original message on receiving a portion of these encoded blocks.
Furthermore, the work in [35] generates a copy of each encoded block, performing 
transmission for both of them at each encounter opportunity. Specifically, the original 
block is transmitted in a similar way as mentioned in [34], while its copy is transmitted 
using aggressive forwarding during the residual encounter duration once the first block 
is sent out. This approach is considered as an enhanced version based on the work in
[34].
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Fig. 2.6: Difference Between Erasure Coding and Network Coding
Although the message can be split into a number of smaller size encoded blocks using 
a larger coding rate to promote reliable delivery, such approach would generate more 
redundancy. In contrast, a smaller coding rate might be insufficient for delivery. Moti­
vated by this consideration, the authors in [36] propose to adopt rateless code instead 
of erasure coding for adaptivity.
Inherently, the main difference [37] between network coding and erasure coding is that
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the former allows the intermediate node to encode the message, whereas the latter only 
allows the source node to encode the message. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig.2.6, 
erasure coding relies on the redundancy of the small size encoded blocks to guarantee 
delivery reliability, whereas network coding encodes the messages together for achieving 
the robust transmission and low overhead ratio. For instance, the work in [38] combines 
network coding with Epidemic [32], achieving a lower overhead ratio particularly for 
diffusing a large number of messages.
2.2.2 U tility  Forwarding Family
In this family, each node maintains an updated utility metric to qualify the encountered 
node, and adopts gradient forwarding using single copy of each message. Therefore, 
this family does not replicate message copies. Here, the utility metric can be defined 
in various ways, like inter meeting time, encounter time and so on.
2.2.2.1 One Hop Encounter Prediction Based
In First Contact (FC) [39], the message is prevented from forwarding to any encountered 
node that has already carried this message before. In particular, the reason that FC 
is regarded as a one hop encounter prediction based algorithm is that the message is 
forwarded via a set of intermediate nodes, although these nodes are not qualified.
Seek-and-Focus [40] consists of the Seek Phase with random forwarding approach, and 
the Focus Phase using a utility forwarding approach based on recent encounter time. 
This approach starts from the Seek Phase and shifts to the Focus Phase if a better 
candidate node with a more recent encounter time with destination is in proximity. 
Seek-and-Focus also sets a timer to shift from Focus Phase back to Seek Phase.
Motion VEctor (MOVE) [41] utilizes moving direction as the utility metric in VANETs 
based on the Global Positioning System (GPS). Since the movement of vehicles is not 
random, pairwise encountered vehicles would calculate the prediction for destination 
by geometry, enabling the encountered node moving towards destination to carry the 
message. The distance factor is further considered to filter the node closer to destination 
as the relay.
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PrEdict and Relay (PER) [42] assumes that each node may always have an interest 
to move to some places, and such node can partially determine its movement behav­
ior rather than random movement, where the transition probability matrix (consisting 
of the probability to visit a place) and the sojourn time probability distribution ma­
trix (consisting of the sojourn time or state holding time at a place) are required by 
each node to calculate the utility metric for destination. The node that has a higher 
probability to visit and stay the destined place is selected as the candidate node.
Routing in Cyclic Mobility (RCM) [43] assumes a cyclic mobility model where pairwise 
nodes would encounter with a higher probability given their historical encounter at 
previous cycle. Since it is difficult to obtain the global knowledge about network, 
the probabilistic time space graph is thus converted into a probabilistic state graph 
by removing the time factor, enabling the routing decision to derive the Expected 
Minimum Delay (EMD) as the utility metric. Therefore, the single copy based RCM 
utilizes the cyclic mobility model to calculate the EMD and selects the candidate node 
with a shorter EMD for destination as the message relay.
MobiSpace [44] constructs a high dimensional Euclidean space based on the pre-known 
mobility model. In particular, each axis of the Euclidean space is denoted as a potential 
encounter opportunity, where the distance along this axis is calculated as an encounter 
probability. However, this work assumes that each node has the global knowledge about 
the mobility patterns of other nodes in the network, thus it is unpractical under realistic 
scenario.
The work in [45] is based on the fixed point theory for candidate node selection, starting 
from the analysis of Two-Hop-Relay [31] and then extending to recursively minimize the 
delivery delay using inter-meeting time. Based on this extension named as 2-Multi-Hop 
(2-MH), the extension is proposed without the constraint of replication count, using 
this defined recursive utility metric to select candidate node with the consideration to 
achieve loop free. In other word, the message is strictly relayed to a better qualified 
candidate node among other historically encountered node.
A Bayesian classifier based routing framework is proposed in [46] using the historical 
information such as region ID and message forwarding time, where the concept of
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Bayesian classifier is used to estimate the posteriori probability of event by its prior 
probability, as the conditional probability event.
Prediction Assisted Single copy Routing (PASR) [47] is particularly designed for UWNs 
where the mobility of mobile nodes follows the fluctuation of water. At first, the author 
propose the Aggressive Chronological Projected Craph (ACPC) to capture the mobility 
property and then utilize the historical information including trajectory, inter-meeting 
time, encounter duration and encounter frequency for prediction.
Context-aware Adaptive Routing (CAR) [48] utilizes the context information such as 
residual energy and dynamic of network topology to qualify the encountered node, when 
it performs as the DTN routing behavior. Furthermore, CAR adopts the traditional 
end-to-end based routing algorithm given the available contemporaneous end-to-end 
connectivity, alternatively it adopts the context information to select the candidate 
node for the Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) based routing behavior by Kalman filter pre­
diction.
2.2.2.2 Time Varying Shortest Path Based
In IPNs, each node has a global view about the knowledge such as queue size and inter­
meeting time of other nodes in the network. Using these information, the algorithms 
under this branch adopt the classic Dijkstra’s approach considering the time varying 
network topology.
Originated from the work in [39], proposing the metrics like Minimum Expected De­
lay (MED), Earliest Delivery (ED), Earliest Delivery with Local Queue (EDLQ) and 
Earliest Delivery with All Queues (EDAQ), the routing decision of these algorithms is 
considered as a Linear Program (LP) problem since the complete knowledge is benefi­
cial to make accurate routing decision. Furthermore, since these algorithms are based 
on global knowledge about the network, their scalability is limited under the highly dy­
namic scenario with an unpredictable mobility model. While additional improvement 
[49] [50] can enhance their scalability.
Delay Tolerant Link State Routing (DTLSR) [49] is based on the Minimum Estimated 
Expected Delay (MEED) [51] to construct a time varying end-to-end path. Partie-
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iilarly, DTLSR considers the currently unencountered node also has an eligibility on 
the selected path, as compared to classical link state routing removes unavailable links 
from path consideration.
DTN Hierarchical Routing (DHR) [50] focuses on hierarchical routing under the sce­
nario consisting of stationary nodes and mobile nodes with repetitive movement. In­
herently, the shortcoming of hierarchical routing under the highly dynamic scenario is 
to manage a huge number of time varying information. To this end, an aggregation 
level is defined to mitigate such difficulty, where the nodes above this level maintain 
the information about the time invariant hierarchical network, while those below this 
level maintain the information for the time varying based shortest path construction.
2.2.2.3 Congestion Control Based
The assumption of traditional congestion control approach is based on the contem­
poraneous end-to-end connectivity, enabling both the congestion feedback and control 
information to be received timely and successfully. Since it is difficult to perform this 
end-to-end based approach due to the constraints in DTNs, the hop-by-hop approach 
is appropriate instead.
In general, there are four options for congestion control in DTNs, as illustrated in 
Fig.2.7:
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Fig. 2.7: Congestion Control Options in DTNs
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Regarding option 1, to reject the incoming message is feasible only if the upstream 
node has the capability to handle this message. Based on a financial model, the work 
in [52] makes decision whether to receive the incoming message based on a local esti­
mation of congestion potential. Option 2 is based on the buffer management to discard 
the message from the buffer space if congestion happens. Since the algorithms under 
congestion control branch focus on routing using single message copy, the work in [53] 
is regarded as option 3, but its discussion is omitted at here as it is replication based.
Regarding option 4, the authors in [6] [7] decompose the congestion problem into sepa­
rate routing domains, where loops are permitted among a subset of the nodes to make 
use of the distributed storage in adjacent nodes. This approach selects an alternative 
candidate node based on the utility metric using Expanding Ring Search (ERS) if the 
buffer space of the selected candidate node is insufficient for the incoming message, 
where the cost of the utility metric C{M) is normalized as:
C ( M )  =  T ( M )  X WT +  S ( M )  X w g ; . i )
Considering the size of message Af, T{M)  and S[M) are the transmission cost and 
storage cost for this message. While ujt and wg are their weighted values respectively, 
as the pre-defined value. As an example illustrated in Fig.2.8, node B  would retrieve
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Fig. 2.8: Congestion Control Process of Seligman’s Work [6] [7]
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its pushed message from an alternative candidate node C once node D has released its 
biiEer space.
Using a vector optimization built on Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADAI) with 
the metrics such as Bundle Buffer Occupancy (BBO), Average Bandwidth (AB) and 
Transmission Time (TT), the work in [54] proposes a congestion aware routing algo­
rithm for IPNs, where each node utilizes one of the three MADM based forwarding 
approaclies, named as Simple Additive Weighting (SAW), Minimum Distance with 
Utopia Point (MDUP) and Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal So­
lution (TOPSIS) for different performance requirements. An extension using Random 
Early Detection (RED) mechanism is further proposed in [55].
Previous works under this branch are mainly designed for IPNs with a low network 
dynamic, while the congestion control based routing algorithms designed for sparse 
and highly mobile scenario are still in infancy. Recently, BackPressure (BP) routing 
[56] has received attention since it is not only resilient to the network disruption but 
also optimizes the throughput. In particular, BP routing does not perform any explicit 
end-to-end path construction from the source to destination. Instead, the routing 
decision is made independently for each message, by computing a BP weight based on 
the localized queue size and the link state information.
Regarding investigating BP routing in DTNs, the work in [57] computes the BP weight 
based on the queue differential between pairwise encountered nodes and the local re­
ception rate. Furthermore, the work in [58] designs a two-level BP mechanism, where 
the results show this two level BP mechanism reduces the queue length for most of the 
nodes in the network as compared to the case using one level BP mechanism.
2.2.2.4 Social Relationship Based
From social networks aspect, each node has two kinds of neighbors, which are friend 
and stranger. Moreover, each node has more common interest with its friend while has 
less common interest with the stranger. Since the perspective in social networks is to 
diffuse the message to its interested nodes fast, the results in [59] show each node should 
forward the message which is most similar to its common interest given an encounter
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between the friend, or forward the message which is most far away to its common 
interest given an encounter between the stranger. Rather than the one hop encounter 
prediction and the time varying shortest path based metrics, the social relationship 
based metric considers the social tie among the linked nodes.
Since it is difficult to calculate the centrality in a large scale network, SimBet [60] 
estimates the centrality for each node in Delay/Disruption Tolerant Social Networks 
(DTSNs), borrowing from the concept of Ego networks [61] to define the utility metric 
measured by betweenness and similarity. Here, the centrality in general is a measure­
ment of the structural importance to identify the key node to bridge the message in 
the network. More specifically, the betweenness of each node is defined as a capability 
to facilitate interaction between the nodes it links. Regarding the similarity, the num­
ber of common neighbors between the current node and destination is calculated as a 
sum of the total overlapping encounter opportunities. However, SimBet prevents its 
forwarding behavior if a better encountered node is unavailable.
Motivated by the shortcoming of SimBet, BUBBLE [62] combines the knowledge of 
community structure with the centrality of each node to make routing decision. The 
message carrier firstly bubbles the message up to a hierarchical ranking tree ranked 
by the current community, until this message reaches a node in the community of the 
destination. Afterwards, the message carrier in the destined community also adopts 
the local ranking tree to forward the message.
Although BUBBLE makes use of distributed computation to ensure message diffusion, 
it requires knowledge about the address and the social group of destination, which is 
unfair to the algorithms requiring only the address. Besides, the weighted values for 
the betweenness and similarity in SimBet are only equally allocated, requiring more 
consideration. Furthermore, the topology of social networks varies over time, thus 
the aging factor should be taken into account for the outdated information. Finally, 
As an ego network only considers the contacts between nodes that it has directly 
encountered, while the betweenness in SimBet is only considered as the shortest path. 
Then, the transitivity should be taken into account, since the realistic social networks 
are unlimited only to the shortest path, while the betweenness of a node would become
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less important if the message is close to its destination. In light of this, SimBet Age [63] 
is proposed to overcome these addressed shortcomings.
The web service technique can also be borrowed for routing in DTSNs, where Peo- 
pleRank [64] adopts the PageRank proposed by Google to rank the importance of the 
encountered node. Apart from PeopleRank, the algorithm in [65] defines the social dis­
tance using Jaccard index. Generally, the social distance is measured either by direct 
observation of people interacting or more often by questionnaires in which people are 
asked what kind of people they would accept in particular relationships.
Interestingly, Fair Routing [66] is motivated by the unfair load distribution problem, 
using perceived interaction strength and assortativity. In Fair Routing, the perceived 
interaction strength originated from social infiuence is used to refiect a social relation­
ship between pairwise nodes, depending on both the short term value and long term 
value. In order to reduce useless transmissions to any node with a weak social tie, 
the assortativity takes into account the queue size of the encountered node. Thus the 
routing decision of Fair Routing is based on the joint consideration of these two met­
rics. For example, a high status professor would allocate his time to review preliminary 
work from an equal peer, but he is unlikely to do the same for a graduate student. This 
behavior, known as assortativity or homophyly.
Taking into account the concept of friendship, the work in [67] is based on the designed 
Social Pressure Metric (SPM), using a time duration between the disruption of pairwise 
encountered nodes and their upcoming encounter. The reciprocal of SPM is then 
defined as the link quality, while a set of encountered nodes with a higher link quality 
than a predefined threshold are classified within a friendship community. Taking into 
account the indirectly encountered node, the conditional version of SPM borrowing 
from the work in [68] is further proposed to measure the link quality between the 
local node, directly encountered node and indirectly encountered node. Particularly, 
the message is prevented from forwarding to an encountered node even if it is with a 
higher value of the link quality taking into accormt the aging factor, since the message 
destination is not included in the friendsliip community of this encountered node.
In real world, people may not be willing to forward the message to other individuals
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who have no social tie, thus to take into account the selfish behavior is essential. Apart 
from a set of incentive and reputation schemes that can be borrowed into DTSNs, 
Social Selfish Aware Routing (SSAR) [69] considers this problem from a different aspect, 
allowing each node to behave according to its unique selfishness, since SSAR considers 
the selfishness as an underlying service requirement. To this end, the selfishness of 
each node is used to define a willness for making routing decision, where the node with 
low message delivery probability and high willness might be a better candidate node 
than those with high delivery potential and low willness. The selected candidate node 
would recalculate a new priority for its carried message according to its willness, which 
implies this message might be allocated with a low priority at this hop even if it was 
with a high priority at previous hop.
2.2.3 Hybrid Family
Even with redundancy, it is more effective to adopt replication approach under the 
scenario with sparse network density and limited message lifetime, since the message 
copies increase the diffusion speed and the possibility that one of them would be de­
livered. Therefore, the algorithms in “Hybrid” family take the advantages of “Naive 
Replication” and “Utility Forwarding” families to control replication classified in the 
following branches.
2.2.3.1 Utility Replication Based
The straightforward approach is to replicate the message according to the utility metric 
rather than gradient forwarding using single message copy. In particular, the utility 
metric can be defined in various ways given the historical information.
Probabilistic ROuting Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity (PROPHET) 
[70] adopts the utility metric based on an encounter probability with the transitivity 
to achieve congestion avoidance. For example, given that node A encounters node B  
most likely, and in similar manner that node B  encounters node C. Then node C may 
be a good candidate node for node A  even if their encounter is least likely. Therefore, 
messages carried by node A  would also be replicated to node C in addition to node
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D, alleviating the buffer space exhaustion at node D. In particular, the aging factor is 
also taken into account to update the outdated information.
Considering the limited buffer space, PRiority EPidemc (PREP) [71] partitions the 
buffer space into two separate bins for message discard, where messages in the low 
priority bin are selected for discard since their priorities are lower than those in the 
high priority bin. Similar to the work in [72], PREP adopts the Dijkstra's approach to 
select the candidate node based on the encounter duration.
NECTAR [73] utilizes the occurrence of an opportunistic encounter to calculate a neigh­
borhood index, and replicates the message in a controlled manner. Based on the hop 
count between pairwise encountered nodes and their encounter duration, the neigh­
borhood index is calculated and updated in a weighted fashion to avoid a dramatic 
variation. NECTAR also pre-deffnes a threshold regarding message lifetime, where 
messages are replicated using Epidemic [32] if their lifetime are below this threshold, 
otherwise they are replicated using this neighborhood index.
The powerful Resoiuce Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN (RAPID) [74] uses a 
random variable in relation to inter-meeting time to represent the encounter between 
pairwise encountered nodes, and replicates messages in the descending order according 
to a marginal utility. In detail, the utility is calculated based on the ratio between 
the decreased delivery delay and message size. The message estimated with a positive 
value of the utility is then replicated for bandwidth usage.
Distance Aware Epidemic Routing (DAER) [75] is designed based on the realtime loca­
tion of destination, assuming the location information can be obtained from a central­
ized service system regardless of the delay for information request/reply. DAER further 
adopts the distance to destination as the utility metric for prioritized message repli­
cation given the limited network resources. It also reduces the replication redundancy 
after message transfer only if the message carrier is moving away from destination.
As the extension of DAER, Packet Oriented Routing (POR) [76] takes into account the 
distance factor for all the requested messages. The idea behind is to replicate a less 
number of messages using a longer distance, promoting the prioritized candidate node 
selection and message transmission, however without the consideration of buffer man-
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agemeiit. Furthermore, POR assumes the realtime location of destination is available 
for all the nodes in the network.
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Fig. 2.9: Illustration of the Geometric Property in Zhu’ Work [8]
In Mobility Prediction based Adaptive Data (MPAD) [8], the delivery potential is 
estimated as an intersection between the moving direction and the transmission range of 
the stationary sink node, as illustrated in Fig.2.9 that the current node will move within 
the transmission of sink node. Alternatively, the communication angle is adopted if such 
intersection does not exist. Thus a closer distance to the stationary sink node indicates 
a larger communication angle, increasing the delivery potential. As an extension to 
alleviate the dependence on GPS, the delivery potential estimated in [77] is based on 
the information broadcasted by the stationary sink node.
Taking into account the concept of community, LocalGorn [78] adopts the average dis­
ruption period and the fluctuation of this period to define a similarity weight. Further­
more, the degree of a node is defined as a sum of these weight values connecting to this 
node, while this information is used to select the node with a higher degree as the ini­
tiator to detect the community. Thus the intra-community replication is adopted if the 
source and destination nodes are within a same community, whereas tlie bridge node for 
inter-community replication is either statically or dynamically pruned for redundancy 
reduction.
A general disconnected network may have many small instantaneously clustered mobile 
nodes, while mobility allows the nodes carrying the messages to deliver them to other 
clusters. In Articulation Node Based Routing (ANBR) [79], the articulation node
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is selected to reduce the delivery delay and overhead ratio, since the communication 
between these subnetworks would be disconnected if without these crucial nodes.
The performance of the above algorithms under utility replication branch rely on their 
defined utility metrics to control replication, while the following optimization method­
ologies can further enhance the routing efficiency.
For redundancy reduction. Delegation Forwarding (DF) [80] enables each message to 
cache an updated threshold value equal to the topology based utility metric for message 
destination. Rather than comparing the utility metrics between the encountered node 
and message carrier, DF only replicates the message if the encountered node has a better 
utility value than the threshold value cached in this message. Since DF is inherently a 
replication approach, the term DF is replaced with Delegation Replication (DR) in the 
following section. This work is also extended as a probabilistic version and a threshold 
version in [81].
The algorithm in [82] adopts fuzzy logic to define the community membership consid­
ering multiple metrics. In particular, each node in LocalCom [78] only belongs to a 
single community, whereas the node in [82] can belong to a set of communities. Based 
on the membership of each node in a community, the target is to replicate a message 
copy to each community using DF for efficiency.
The motivation of Optimal Probabilistic Forwarding (CPF) [83] is to find the optimal 
stopping rule at some stage to maximize the expected reward, where the routing objec­
tive is to achieve the maximum delivery ratio under the constraint of hop count. Based 
on a joint delivery potential estimated by the message carrier and the encountered node 
with the replicated message, the routing decision is based on the assumption that this 
joint delivery potential is higher than the previous value of the message carrier before 
message replication. For example, assuming the delivery potential of message carrier 
for message M  is pi, where pi G [0,1], then given an assumption of message replication 
to encountered node Nj, both Ni and Nj will carry M  where their delivery potential 
are recalculated by as pj and pj. To this end, the condition pi < [1 -  {1 -  pQ(l -  pj)] 
would make message replication.
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2.2.3.2 Improved Spray Based
Since Spray-and-Wait has already been analyzed and proven in [33], as an efficient 
algorithm relying on the limited number of replications, its extensions are classified 
as another branch in “Hybrid” family. In particular, some interesting investigations 
regarding this branch are highlighted as follows;
To Select the Candidate Node fo r  Spraying
Sensor Context Aware Routing (SCAR) [84] adopts the utility metric of CAR [48] 
to perform based on source Spray-and-Wait, where the message is sprayed only if 
the utility differential between pairwise encountered nodes is higher than a predefined 
threshold.
As an advanced version of binary Spray-and-Wait, Selectively MAking pRogress To­
wards delivery (SMART) [85] defines a frequently encountered node as “companion”, 
where the message copies are initially sprayed to the companions of the destination. 
After a predefined time threshold, they are then performed by binary Spray-and-Wait.
Based on source Spray-and-Wait, the work in [86] focuses on destination dependent 
and destination independent utility spaying. The former sprays the message if the 
encountered node has a higher utility metric for destination than that of current carrier, 
whereas the utility metric of the latter is independent of the message destination. In 
detail, the destination dependent based Last Seen First spraying (LSF) sprays the 
message copies to the encountered node which has seen the destination most recently. 
Regarding the destination independent approaches. Most Mobile First (MMF) spraying 
is based on the priority of node’s ID, while Most Social First (MSF) spraying is based 
on an encounter ratio of the nodes identified by ID.
The publish/subscribe is a mechanism where the publisher (message carrier) publishes 
the message to the subscriber (candidate node) that only receives the message that is 
of interest. For instance, SocialCast [87] anticipates the candidate node by observing 
social mobility using the similar utility metric of CAR [48]. The message carrier firstly 
broadcasts its interest to its one hop’s neighbors, then the utility metric is calculated 
for all the received interests by Kalman filter prediction. Finally, the published message
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is sprayed to the subscriber.
To Dynamical ly  Control the Number  o f  Copy Tickets
The motivation in [88] is to control the number of copy tickets using source Spray- 
and-Wait. This work initially sprays the message with a less number of copy tickets, 
while another larger number of copy tickets is then redefined for this message if it 
was not delivered during an initial duration. Furthermore, this work is extended as a 
multi-period based approach in [89].
Based on binary Spray-and-Wait, the idea behind [90] is to dynamically determine the 
number of copy tickets depending on the current status of network. Assuming the 
global knowledge about the current and future states of network would behave, the 
centralized Oracle-based Spray-and-Wait (0-SaW) adjusts the number of copy tickets 
of the message according to the desired average delivery delay. Since it is difficult to 
obtain such oracle information in reality, the distributed Density Aware Spray-and-Wait 
(DA-SaW) adjusts the necessary copy tickets of the message according to the current 
average degree maintained by each node. Here, the average node degree is given by the 
number of encounter opportunities a node has during a given time interval.
Since either a less or exceeded value of the copy tickets would result in extra delivery 
delay considering the limited bandwidth, the work in [91] aims to define an optimal 
number of copy tickets to achieve the minimum delivery delay. To this end, an adaptive 
approach to dynamically adjust the number of copy tickets is proposed based on a 
differential, between the expect delivery delay estimated using the current number of 
copy tickets and the historically shortest delivery delay of the message.
To Proportionally Spray the Copy Tickets
;ional Token Based Routing (RTBR) [92] is based on binary Spray-and-Wait by 
taking into account the region concept. For each message destined to inter-region, 
the message carrier hands over the total number of copy tickets of this message to an 
inter-regional node, rather than binary spraying them to an intra-regional node.
The work in [93] extends the previous idea for DTSNs, where the message with T copy 
tickets is sprayed with copy tickets to an encountered node in the same community.
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Alternatively, this message is sprayed with Tout — T —Tin copy tickets to an encountered 
node in the community of the message destination.
Encounter Based Routing (EBR) [94] takes advantage of the observed mobility property 
of certain network, assuming the future rate of node encounters can be roughly predicted 
by historical information. This is useful since nodes experience a large number of 
encounters would have a higher potential to relay the message to final destination. For 
example, given an encounter between node A  and node B, for each message M  with 
T  copy tickets carried by node A, it sprays copy tickets to node B,  where
Encounter Value (BV) for node A  and B  respectively, is the number of encounters 
calculated within a time window. Note that the value of the distributed copy tickets 
is indiscrete. Although the number of replications in EBR is unlimited, EBR is still 
considered as a spray based algorithm since the initial value of the copy tickets affects 
routing performance.
Up to now, the proportion of copy tickets distribution is still an open issue, while the 
authors in [95] analyze that optimal solution relies on the initial defined value of the 
copy tickets.
To Spray According to the Target D elivery D elay
The novelty of Adaptive Multi-copy Routing (AMR) [96] is to control the spray process 
according to the target delivery delay. Given that the estimated residual delivery delay 
is longer than a differential between the target delivery delay and the elapsed time since 
message generation, AMR would make message replication via binary Spray-and-Wait.
To A dopt the Forwarding Approach fo r  A ssistance
Borrowing from the utility metric adopted by Seek-and-Focus [40], Spray-and-Focus 
(SaF) [33] adopts the Focus Phase instead of Wait Phase, decreasing the delivery delay 
via a utility forwarding approach. This is different from binary Spray-and-Wait in 
which the message with one remaining copy ticket is only relayed to its destination.
Efficient Adaptive Routing (EAR) [97] considers the bandwidth consumption, where 
the two defined routing phases are allocated with different bandwidths for transmission. 
A logic cloud is designed to limit the number of neighbor nodes under the constraint
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of hop count, while the node within the range of this hop count based cloud would 
perform Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) routing algorithm. Another 
modified version of binary Spray-and-Wait is activated only if the destination is outside 
the range of this logic cloud. Note that the number of replications using this modified 
Spray-and-Wait is unlimited, since the initial value of the copy tickets for each message 
is set with 1 but equally distributed based on the residual bandwidth.
The difference of using the context information between CAR/SCAR [48] [84] and Hi- 
BOp [98] is that the former only calculates the delivery potential for the nodes which 
have been encountered before, whereas HiBOp can also exploit the delivery potential 
for the nodes which have not been encountered. In HiBOp, the source node sprays 
the message using source Spray-and-Wait, together with a utility forwarding approach 
using the context information. In comparison, CAR/SCAR focuses more on combining 
the context information with routing decision, whereas HiBOp aims to define, exploit 
and manage the context information, which are not taken into account by CAR/SCAR.
2.2.3.3 Improved Epidemic Based
The improved versions of Epidemic [32] still replicate the message regardless of the 
candidate node selection. However, rather than using the utility metric for destination 
or the limited number of replications, the algorithms under this branch are able to 
control replication via other heuristic schemes.
Taking into account the limited bandwidth and bufier space, MaxProp [99] unifies the 
problem of scheduling message transmission and discard. The core of MaxProp is a 
cost of virtual end-to-end path assigned to destination, where the cost is based on 
an estimation of the route failure likelihood. Initially, the failure likelihood of pairwise 
nodes is uniformly distributed and then updated according to an incremental averaging 
manner. Besides, a threshold value related to the average transferred size is designed to 
classify the message freshness, where messages are prioritized according to the hop count 
if their hop counts are below this threshold value, alternatively they are sorted by the 
cost mentioned above. Furthermore, MaxProp informs the encountered nodes to clear 
out the existing copies of the delivered messages via a broadcasted acknowledgement
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information.
The contribution of FuzzySpray [100] is the Forwarding Transmission Count (FTC) 
estimated for message replication count in a global view. Here, the FTC is considered 
as an updated hop count value cached in each message, where FTC is updated to the 
value of the message including its copies which has been replicated with the largest 
hop. Furthermore, the message size and FTC are selected as the input of a fuzzy logic 
function, enabling the output to qualify the priority for message transmission. Similar 
to MaxProp, the acknowledgement function is integrated for redundancy reduction.
The novelty of Vector Routing [101] is to replicate the message according to an en­
counter angle w G [0, tt] between pairwise encountered nodes. Taking into account the 
factor of velocity, this approach replicates a less number of messages given a small value 
of ÜJ, since a similar moving direction between pairwise encountered nodes would result 
in redundant replication. Although a different moving direction could contribute to 
message diffusion, it is also undesirable to replicate a large number of messages given 
LÜ = 7T, since the encountered node is currently moving with the previous trajectory 
of the message carrier. This work is further integrated with a utility replication based 
algorithm in [102].
The algorithm in [103] proposes to adaptively replicate the message using Cossip rout­
ing. Different from Cossip (pr, ^) [104], here the replication probability Pr is exponen­
tially decreased if the message is replicated beyond k hops. In particular, this work 
also refers the update process of the hop count as mentioned in [100].
Another work in [105] adopts a differentiated based Gossiping routing, determining the 
respective replication probability for messages according to their different lifetimes. The 
message replication probability would be decreased if this message is delivered before 
its expiration time, otherwise the replication probability is increased for performance 
compensation.
Furthermore, the summary information in [106] contains the number of nodes na that 
have already held the message, while ric is denoted as those have not held such message. 
In addition, the replication threshold R T  and discard threshold D T  are defined for each 
message. Since it is unnecessary to make replication given a large enough number of
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existing message copies, the message is discarded given > DT with n j = 0 reset or 
replicated given Uc < RT. Particularly, the work in [107] proposes a heuristic to guide 
this counting process.
2.2.3.4 Coding Based
It is highlighted that to combine the coding technique with the algorithms in “Hy­
brid” family can further improve the routing performance compared to those in “Naive 
Replication” family.
The work in [108] aims to maximize the delivery ratio taking into account the trans­
mission failure probability. Motivated by the purpose to optimally allocate the number 
of encoded blocks for each potential path, the authors analyze this problem under the 
assumptions of Bernoulli (0-1) and Gaussian distribution with the proposed heuristic 
approaches.
Different from the work [34] in “Naive Replication“ family achieving the high delivery 
ratio via redundancy, the work in [109] concentrates on achieving the low overhead ratio 
using the concept of source Spray-and-Wait rather than binary Spray-and-Wait [33]. 
The motivation behind is that binary Spray-and-Wait is less efficient than source Spray- 
and-Wait, since the latter only allows the source node to spray the encoded blocks, 
reducing the number of replications even with a longer delivery delay. This work is also 
enhanced considering the multi-period based approach mentioned in [88] [89].
The hybrid algorithm in [110] integrates erasure coding with the encounter prediction, 
where the size of the encoded block is adaptively calculated to acliieve the maximum 
delivery ratio based on a utility metric for each destination. While the algorithm in 
[111] integrates the concept of content with erasure coding.
Recall that fountain coding (or referred to rateless coding [36]) achieves the effective de­
livery via redundancy, while OFF [83] achieves the efficient delivery via hop constraint. 
To this end, the work in [112] is regarded as a tradeoff between these two approaches.
Combining with network coding, the work in [113] replicates the encoded blocks to 
the candidate node with a lower end-to-end cost towards destination, using the inter­
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meeting time as the link cost. A coefficient called forwarding count is adopted to further 
enhance the candidate node selection.
The work in [114] is regarded as a hybrid of Gossip routing [104] and Epidemic routing 
[32]. Here, based on a predefined parameter called forwarding factor /  normalized as 
/  G [0,1], the encoded block is performed by probabilistic replication given that /  < 1, 
otherwise this block is replicated using Epidemic.
Borrowing from the concept of articulation node [79], HubCode [115] replicates the 
message only to the hub (or referred to articulation node) using network coding. Given a 
message handover between pairwise hubs, the message carrier only encodes the messages 
with the same destination together, where the decision that whether to hand over the 
encoded block is determined by its linear independence recorded by pairwise hubs. 
However, this specific checking process of linear independence requires an exchange of 
coefficient matrix, resulting in extra exchange overhead. Motivated by this shortcoming, 
the improved approach adopts message ID instead during the checking process.
2.3 Unicast Routing W ith Infrastructure A ssistance
2.3.1 M obile N ode Relay
Using an additional mobile node as an additional participant is effective to increase the 
encounter opportunity if the limited mobility of intrinsic nodes is unable to bridge the 
communication.
Data Mule [116] is capable of exchanging the message between the nearby sensor access 
point with random movement, where the role of Data Mule is predetermined.
In contrast, the work in [117] assumes the mobile nodes would move according to their 
habit. To this end, the concept of Virtual Data Mule (VDM) is proposed to leverage 
the encounter opportunity, where the role of VDM is handed over and determined by 
the output of a fuzzy logic function, using the fitness of VDM based on location, moving 
speed and trajectory.
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The authors in [9] propose to adopt Message Ferrying (MF) under the sparse scenario 
where additional ferries are within the dedicated region to relay the message. The 
main contribution is to exploit the non-randomness to assist the message delivery with 
two approaches proposed. In Node Initiated MF (NIMF), the ferries move around 
the dedicated region according to the predefined route, while the intrinsic nodes with 
the oracle of ferries’ movement would pro-actively move towards them for communica­
tion. In contrast. Ferry Initiated MF (FIMF) allows the ferries to pro-actively move 
towards intrinsic nodes. On receiving this request, the corresponding ferry will adjust 
its trajectory to meet the requested node.
As a hybrid approach. Meeting and Visit (MV) [118] utilizes the encounter prediction 
between pairwise encountered nodes and the probability to visit a dedicated place, 
together with the assistance of additional mobile nodes.
As an extension based on MF [9], the work in [119] focuses on using multiple ferries and 
designing their appropriate routes to maximize the throughput and minimize the de­
livery delay with four approaches proposed, which are Single Route Algorithm (SIRA), 
MUlti Route Algorithm (MURA), Node Relaying Algorithm (NRA) and Ferry Relay­
ing Algorithm (FRA). Given an example in Fig.2.10, all ferries follow the same route 
in SIRA, whereas the ferries follow different routes in MURA. In particular, the ferries 
are not intersected in SIRA and MURA. Furthermore, NRA utilizes node relaying and 
ferry relaying to bridge the message between ferries. In contrast, FRA minimizes the 
waiting delay through direct interaction between ferries unlike NRA which minimizes 
the carrying delay in each ferry using stationary nodes as the relay.
Based on the region concept, the work in [120] classifies two types of ferries. Specifically, 
the regional ferry belongs to source region and bridges the message towards destination 
region. In contrast, the independent ferry does not belong to any region but can be 
managed with a temporal ownership.
Another work in [121] is motivated by the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), focusing 
on designing the ferry route to balance the delivery delay and the required buffer space.
Furthermore, the authors in [122] investigate the concept of MF from another aspect, 
by voting the role of MF given the mobility of intrinsic nodes, without modifying
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Fig. 2.10: Example of the Algorithms in Zhao’s Work [9]
their mobility patterns or utilizing any assistance of additional node. Based on the 
definition of Message Ferry Dominating Set (MFDS) - a space time dominating set 
constituting the nodes that behave as intrinsic message ferries, the Connected Message 
Ferry Dominating Set (CMFDS) is used to classify the nodes providing the connectivity. 
Here, the ferry capacity is considered as an ability to provide service for a number of 
nodes, tlius a larger value of the ferry capacity implies a higher capability to provide 
connectivity.
2.3.2 Stationary N ode Deploym ent
Apart from the mobile infrastructure, the stationary infrastructure can also bridge the 
communication. Contrary to Data Alule [116] and MF [9] of which the main idea is to 
control the mobility pattern, the de[)loyment of stationary node is for increasing the 
encounter opportunity via the appropriately deployed location.
Throwbox [123] is inexpensive, liattery powered with short radio and storage. When 
two nodes pass by a same location at different time, Throwbox can behave as a router 
to relay the message.
Given the network graph and the requested traffic rate, the relay node deployment
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problem can be described as a Linear Program formulation. In [124], Minimizing Re­
lay node and Hop count (MRH) searches the optimal path constrained by the traffic 
requirement and hop count, followed by a compensation approach that only adopts the 
hop count if no such path exists in the initial step. As an improved version. Minimizing 
Relay node and Delivery time (MRD) selects the relay node providing the shortest 
delay to destination instead of the least hop count as the compensation approach.
Furthermore, the quadratic-complexity algorithm proposed in [125] takes into account 
the delivery delay and the number of replicas. In detail, the greedy solution is proposed 
to select the potential location by sequential selecting the location with the highest 
utility value of conditional efficiency, without any change to existing selection. Here, 
the conditional efficiency means given a set of instrumented locations T, to deploy 
another location / with c as the cost per location is measured by where D is
denoted as the utility. In addition to this, another solution called back greedy solution 
gradually clears out the existing selection with the lowest influence on the utility value.
2.4 Summary
This chapter proposed an original taxonomy regarding routing in DTNs depending on 
the characteristics of the algorithms, with a large number of high quality references 
included.
Here, the "Naive Replication" family achieves the high message delivery ratio via re­
dundant replication, which is inefficient. In contrast, although "Utility Forwarding" 
family achieves the low overhead ratio without redundant replication, it suffers from 
low delivery ratio and long delivery delay.
The "Hybrid" family inherits the effectiveness Rom "Naive Replication" family and 
the efficiency from "Utility Forwarding" family. Where various definitions of the utility 
metrics borrowing from "Utility Forwarding" family contribute to the development of 
the utility replication based branch. Based on Spray-and-Wait [33], the improved spray 
based branch further integrates the concept of "Utility Forwarding" for performance 
enhancement. Besides, the improved epidemic based branch does not take into account
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the candidate node selection and the initialization of the copy tickets, has the highest 
scalability. The coding technique can further enhance the routing performance together 
with those under the utility replication, improved spray and improved epidemic based 
branches.
Meanwhile, the problem of using mobile relay based infrastructure is how to achieve the 
target delivery delay requirement by controlling the movement. Furthermore, to hand 
over the role of mobile relay [117], to shift the ownership of mobile relay [120] and vote 
the role of mobile relay among the intrinsic nodes [1 2 2 ] are worthwhile investigating. 
Similarly, to appropriately deploy the stationary node is also a NP-hard problem.
Inherently, it is difficult to capture the mobility characteristic, and even to obtain the 
most recent network topology information in DTNs due to the large variation of net­
work topology. In light of this, the realistic scenario with the more complicated mobility 
affects the accuracy of such information, as such topology control in DTNs [126] is a 
challenging issue. Although geographic routing only requires realtime geographic in­
formation to relay the message without considering the underlying network topology 
and the requirement of contemporaneous end-to-end connectivity, the sparse network 
density results in challenge to obtain the realtime location of destination due to long 
delay for information request/reply. Therefore, using realtime geographic information 
[75] [76] would be unreasonable, particularly taking into account the mobility of desti­
nation. Along with this consideration, the sparse network density also has an influence 
on the reliability of message relaying and handling the local maximum problem, as the 
identified challenges aforementioned.
Chapter 3
Introduction of Simulation Tool
One hindrance for routing in DTNs is the lack of good simulation tool, apart from the 
DTNSIM2 and numerous ones tailored to specific research needs, based on 0MNet4-+, 
OPNET, or entirely newly developed, all of which have rather limited support for 
investigating the up to data routing algorithms in DTNs. While NS-2 (NS-3) and OM- 
Net++ offer sound generic open simulation platforms for packet-based communications 
and tools, generic support for DTN simulation is overall fairly limited.
Compared with the above simulators, the Opportunistic Networks Environment (ONE) 
[30] simulator contributes the mobility model, routing and visualization but also has 
a powerful report function and analysis function for the simulation result. ONE has 
been used by many researchers as a part of their work.
In ONE, node movement is implemented by movement models. These are either syn­
thetic models or existing movement traces. Connectivity between the nodes is based on 
their location, communication range and the bit rate. The routing function is imple­
mented by routing modules that decide which messages to relay over existing contacts. 
Finally, the messages themselves are generated through event generators. The messages 
are always unicast, having a single source and destination host inside the simulation 
world.
Simulation results are collected primarily through reports generated by report modules 
during the simulation run. Report modules receive events (e.g., message or connec­
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tivity events) from the simulation engine and generate results based on them. The 
results generated may be logs of events that are then further processed by the external 
post-processing tools, or they may be aggregate statistics calculated in the simulator. 
Secondarily, the Graphical User Interface (GUI) displays a visualization of the simula­
tion state showing the locations, active contacts and messages carried by the nodes.
3.1 Node Capabilities
A node models a mobile endpoint capable of acting as a Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) 
router (e.g., a pedestrian, car or tram with the required hardware). Simulation sce­
narios are built from groups of nodes in a simulation world. Each group is configured 
with different capabilities. Each node has a set of basic capabilities that are modeled. 
These are radio interface, persistent storage, movement, energy consumption and mes­
sage routing. Node capabilities such as the radio interface and persistent storage that 
involve only simple modeling are configured through parametrization (e.g., communi­
cation range, bit rate, peer scanning interval and storage capacity). More complex 
capabilities such as movement and routing are configured through specialized modules 
that implement a particular behavior for the capability (e.g., different mobility mod­
els). Modules in each node have access to the nodes basic simulation parameters and 
state, including the position, current movement path, and current neighbors. This al­
lows implementing, e.g., geographic routing and other context-specific algorithms. In 
addition, modules can make any of their parameters available for other modules in 
the same node through an intermodule communication bus. This way, for example, a 
movement module can change its behavior depending on the router modules state or a 
router module can adjust the radio parameters based on the node inter-contact times. 
The focus of the simulator is on modeling the behavior of Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) 
networking, and hence ONE deliberately refrains from detailed modeling of the lower 
layer mechanisms such as signal attenuation and congestion of the physical medium. 
Instead, the radio link is abstracted to a communication range and bit rate. These are 
statically configured and typically assumed to remain constant over the simulation.
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3.2 M obility Model
Node movement capabilities are implemented through mobility models. Mobility mod­
els define the algorithms and rules that generate the node movement paths.
3.2.1 M ap -B a sed  M o d el
Map-based movement model constrains the node movement to paths defined in map 
data. The ONE simulator release includes three map-based movement models: 1) Ran­
dom Map-Based Movement (MBM), 2) Shortest Path Map-Based Movement (SPMBM), 
and 3) Routed Map-Based Movement (RMBM). Furthermore, the release contains map 
data of the Helsinki downtown area (roads and pedestrian walkways) that the map- 
based movement models can use. However, the movement models understand arbitrary 
map data defined in (a subset of) Well Known Text (WKT). Such data is typically 
converted from real-world map data or created manually using Geographic Information 
System (GIS) programs such as OpenJUMP. In addition to using the default Helsinki 
city scenario, several city maps such as Karlsruhe, Manhattan, Tokyo cities are im­
ported to evaluate the proposed geographic routing algorithms.
Fig. 3.1: Screenshot of the RWP
3.2.2 Random  W ayPoint (RW P) M odel
As illustrated in Fig.3.1, mobile nodes move randomly and freely without restrictions 
in RWP, as compared to the city scenario where the nodal movement is restricted by
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map route. In RWP, each node moves along a zigzag line from one waypoint to the 
next waypoint, where the waypoints are uniformly distributed over the given area. At 
the start of each point, a random velocity is drawn from the velocity distribution, (in 
the basic case the velocity is constant)
3.3 Routing
The message routing capability is implemented similarly to the movement capability: 
the simulator includes a framework for defining the algorithms and rules used in routing 
and comes with ready implementations of well known DTN routing protocols. There 
are six included routing protocols: 1 ) Direct Delivery [31], 2 ) First Contact [39], 3) 
Spray-and-Wait [33], 4) PRoPHET [70], 5) MaxProp [99], and 6 ) Epidemic [32].
Routing capabilities of simulators such as NS-2 or DTNSIM2 can also be used in con­
junction with ONE. Report modules can export mobility and connectivity data to other 
programs (modules for NS-2 and DTNSIM2 are included) and external scripts are then 
used to import the results of routing simulation back into ONE (script for dtnsim2 is 
included).
To evaluate new routing protocols in the ONE simulator, a new routing module needs 
to be created for the respective protocol. All routing modules inherit basic functional­
ity, such as simple buffer management and callbacks for various message-related events. 
When a simulation is run with the new routing module, the report modules gather the 
same performance data of the routing process as they do with the existing modules, so 
that comparing the performance of the new module to the existing ones is straightfor­
ward.
3.4 Visualization and Reporting
ONE is able to visualize results of the simulation in two ways: via a GUI and by 
generating images from the information gathered during the simulation. Fig.3.2 shows 
the GUI displaying the simulation in real-time, where node locations, current paths.
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Fig. 3.2: Screenshot of the ONE simulators GUI
connections between nodes, number of messages carried by a node, etc. are all visualized 
in the main window.
The GUI produces a filtered log of simulation events, such as contacts and message 
transfers. Filters are used to show only interesting events, or to pause the simulation 
when a particular type of event occurs. Selecting a node from a list or a log message 
opens it for closer inspection. This allows retrieving further information about the 
messages a node is carrying and about the routing modules state. While the GUI is good 
for getting an intuitive overall picture of what is happening during the simulation, more 
rigorous ways to visualize node relations, message paths and performance summaries 
are provided by post processed report files.
The ONE has already numerous reporting modules, for example, for message statistics 
(such as delivery probability and round-trip times), node contact and inter-contact 
times and message delivery delays and distances. Other interesting report modules 
are the ones used for communication with other programs. The node connectivity 
information can be directly reported in a suitable form for DTNSIM2 simulations so
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the ONE can be used as a mobility simulator for it,
3.5 Summary
As the tool for evaluating routing algorithms, this chapter presented the Opportunis­
tic Networking Environment (ONE) simulator designed for evaluating DTN routing 
and application protocols. It allows users to create scenarios based upon different syn­
thetic movement models and real-world traces and offers a framework for implementing 
routing and application protocols (already including six well-known routing protocols). 
Interactive visualization and post-processing tools support evaluating experiments and 
an emulation mode allows the ONE simulator to become part of a real-world DTN 
testbed.
Chapter 4
Come-Stop-Leave (CSL): A 
Geographic Routing for D TN s  
Considering Stationary  
D estination
This chapter presents the proposed work considering the stationary destination, mainly 
addressing the challenges regarding unreliability of message relaying and the difficulty 
for handling the local maximum problem. Although there are not many works ad­
dressing geographic routing in DTNs, it is crucial to define a good geometric metric 
for making routing decision. Apart from previous works [41] [127] [8 ] [75] [76] adopting 
distance and moving direction as the geometric metric for candidate node selection, 
another advanced geometric metric named as Time To Intercept (TTI) is proposed in 
AeroRP [128], requiring pairwise encountered nodes moving towards stationary des­
tination. However, AeroRP aggressively prevents message forwarding if the message 
carrier is stationary or moving away from destination, even if its encountered node is 
moving towards destination.
The contributions in this chapter are:
# Delegation Replication (DR) [80] is explored to overcome the limitation of the geomet­
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ric metric stated in [128]. Then this contribution is integrated for the proposed Come 
mode, promoting message replication towards destination. In order to prevent message 
replication away from destination, using DR also enhances the proposed Leave mode. 
Considering the temporarily stationary movement via Stop mode, thus the proposed 
algorithm is named as Come-Stop-Leave (CSL).
• In addition, the local maximum problem is further handled using DR, as the first 
work taking into account the mobility of mobile nodes and message lifetime in sparse 
networks contrary to dense networks. Here, the message is replicated only if it can not 
be currently delivered within its expiration lifetime.
In summary, apart from the design of CSL, the novelty also focuses on exploring DR for 
overcoming the limitation of routing decision and handling the local maximum problem, 
in addition to enhancing efficiency as DR originally intended.
4.1 Routing Framework
The notations are listed in TABLE 4.1.
------------------------------------1
/
(a) Come Mode (b) Leave Mode
Fig. 4.1; Illustrations of Come Mode and Leave Mode
4.1.1 Com e M ode
The Come mode is performed when the encountered node is moving towards destina­
tion, as given by (f)j^ d < Generally, the routing decision is made when message carrier 
Ni encounters a node Nj, then Ni decides whether to replicate a message copy to Nj  
considering the delivery potential estimated for Nd.
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TABLE 4.1: List of N otations
Message carrier
y - Encountered node
M Message carried by
'' Initial message lifetime
rrmfa 
 ^A/ Elapsed tim e since message generation
N,i Destination of message
R Device transmission range
Distance from the location of to IV ,^ and similarly for Dj j
Moving speed of and similarly for
(k Moving direction of jVj, and similarly for
Relative angle between and and similarly for ^
Time duration for coming towards and similarly for
Distance for leaving from N j within time window W , and similarly for
Threshold value in Come mode
Threshold value in Leave mode
M/' Time window used in Leave mode
Here, the time duration for iN, coming towards Nj is defined as
D , -  Rrp c o r n    ( a i  \
SjXcos( j^,d
Similarly for M, the conditions and < § and < § imply Nj
would come towards N  ^ faster than N^ . Note that the calculations of and 
are referred to AeroRP [128].
However, the above conditions have a limitation for making routing decision, if N^  
is stationary or moving away from Nj even if Nj is moving towards Nj, since the 
calculation of 2 ^ ^  is invalid in this case. In other word, it is unable for N,: to calculate 
a positive value of given j > §.
Given the stated limitation, GSL utilizes DR by caching the threshold value 1 / ^  for 
message M, and then proposing the conditions > 2][g^  ^ and < § to make
message replication. Here, is updated to 2]9g  ^ given the conditions 1%/"^  > 2]^%
and ( j^,j < recorded as the utility metric of the previously encountered node to
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compare with that of the upcoming encountered node. Different from original DR, 
the initial value of for each newly generated message is set with an infinitely
large value rather than current value of The motivation behind is to also
overcome the limitation that Ni is moving away from Nj at the generation time of M.  
Therefore, the stated limitation is solved by comparing the utility metrics between the 
currently encountered node and previously encountered node, rather than comparing 
that of between the currently encountered node and message carrier. It is also essential 
to update towards a smaller value, if both Ni and Nj  carrying M.
[Handling the Local Mciximum Problem]
CSL further takes into account the local maximum problem in Come mode, given the 
conditions and 4>j^ d < f  • This is considered that the utility metric of Nj
is worse than that of recorded in .
Considering the mobility of Ni, the inequaton (4.2) is used to guarantee message de­
livery before its lifetime:
T ‘‘“ + Tf;r  <TS-‘ (4.2)
Where Tfjf' is denoted as the elapsed time from message generation, while is 
denoted as the initialized message lifetime. For message delivery before the expiration 
deadline, should not be longer than the value of 7]^  ^— Here, is
denoted as the remaining lifetime of the message.
To this end, M  should be replicated to Nj given the conditions and
(j>i,d < f  and (pj^ d < f  ■ This motivation hopes Nj would encounter Nj directly, or other 
nodes with a shorter coming duration towards destination.
Since the condition cpi^ d < § is still required for calculating the conditions > 
Rini _  npdu j  < I  and (pj^ d < f  are converted into:
V i r  > T i f  -  Tÿf  and |  (4.3)
This implies even as the shortest time duration coming towards destination
recorded in the network, is still longer than the remaining message lifetime. There­
fore, M  is replicated to Nj for handling the local maximum problem of Come mode. 
Note that the updating is not required for handling this local maximum problem.
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4.1 .2  Leave M o d e
The leave mode is performed when the encountered node is moving away from desti­
nation, as given by The conditions Dj^  ^ < Dj^ and ^ and ^
are desirable to prevent message replication away from Nj.
Here, D^ g^ is calculated as:
Dj';J — Dj,j -  IT X cos( j^,j x Sj -  R (4.4)
Considering that N^  is moving towards Nj while (;6j,j > conditions D^ ^^  < Dj^ and 
> § a-iid ^ ,^j > ^ are converted into:
> y “ and 0 J,„ > I  (4,5)
Where V ^ '  is denoted as the threshold value in Leave mode, and also set with an 
infinitely large value for each newly generated message.
Different from the intention of Come mode, it is unnecessary to handle the local max­
imum problem given the conditions < Dj^J and (Aj^ j > since it is beneficial to 
carry the message rather than replicate the message in this case. Besides, the updating 
is similar to the discussion of in Come mode.
4.1.3 Stop M ode
If the encountered node is temporarily stationary as given by Rj = 0, in this case, AI 
is replicated to N^  only if D(^ < 1 ^^ .^
Furthermore, A4 could be replicated to Nj given > Tj(y^  hoping Nj would
encounter other nodes coming towards Nj.
4.2 M essage Transmission
Regarding messages replicated in Come mode, a positive value of (T^ "^  -  T j^^) -  
implies this message can be delivered before its expiration lifetime.
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Algorithm  1  Illustration of CSL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
for each encounter between Ni and Nj do 
for each M  carried by N{ do 
deliver M  if Nd is in proximity .
update and for M  including its copy carried by both Ni and Nj 
if (f)j^ d < f  then
if 1/^ "^  > 2];^ then 
update with Tj°J^ 
replicate M  to Nj 
else if then
replicate M  to Nj 
end if 
else if 4>j^ d > f  then 
if > Dÿj then 
update with 
replicate M to Nj 
end if 
else if Sj — 0 then 
if then
update F /|“ with Dj^  ^
replicate M  to Nj 
else if then
replicate M  to Nj 
end if 
end if 
end for 
end for
Since will not be updated given that the message is replicated using Leave mode 
and Stop mode, the value of (TJ™ -  T^f') -  would be smaller or even negative.
To this end, the message with the largest value of (TJJ  ^ — 2^j°) — is with the
highest priority for transmission.
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4.3 Buffer M anagement
If buffer overflows, messages are also prioritized according to (Tl™—T^f-) — , where
the message with the smallest value of —Tfjf) — is to be replaced most likely.
4.4 Pruning Process
The destination will generate an acknowledgement of which the size can be ignored 
comparing the size of message when destination successfully delivers message, this ac­
knowledgement will be flooded to the entire network. Any intermediate node receiving 
this acknowledgement will check its buffer and discard the message which has been 
successfully delivered.
4.5 Performance Evaluation
4.5.1 Evaluation Configurations
/V
/  ^  S ta tio n a ry
D estin a tio n
Fig. 4.2: Snapshot of the Helsinki City Scenario
So far, CSL has been illustrated in Algorithm 1. Following TABLE 4.2, the evaluation 
is based on the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) under the Helsinki city 
scenario with 4500x3400 “w? area shown in Fig.4.2, consisting of 5 located station­
ary destinations and 1 0 0  vehicles with the varied moving speed, ranging between the
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minimum 3 m/s and maximum 15 m/s. The maximum waiting time for mobile nodes 
are configured to be 120 seconds. Referred to [129], the communication technique is 
set with 30m transmission range and 4.5 Mbit/s bandwidth, considering a low power 
802.11b standard for the given geographic area. Considering that not all the repli-
TABLE 4.2; Evaluation Configurations in CSL
Simulation Time 21600s
Bandwidth 4.5M bit/s
Transmission Range 30m
Number of Mobile Nodes 100
Message Size 1.5MB
Message Generation Interval 30s
Message Lifetime 60 minutes
Scenario Helsinki city map
Nodal Moving Speed 3-15 m /s
Nodal W aiting Time 0-120s
Evaluation Metrics Delivery Ratio, Average Delivery Latency, Overhead Ratio
cated messages can be successfully transmitted due to limited bandwidth, messages are 
generated in the network for every 30s, with 1.5MB size and 60 minutes lifetime. To 
measure the full activity of the network, the message generation ends up before 18000s 
with additional 3600s to consume the unexpired messages.
CSL is compared with AeroRP [128] using replication approach, since the geometric 
metric adopted in Come mode is based on AeroRP. PGR [76] and MPAD [8 ] consid­
ering the message priority are evaluated. Furthermore, MOVE [41] as a forwarding 
geographic routing algorithm together with Epidemic [32] are evaluated as well. The 
W  is set to 5s. This is because that it is unreasonable to estimate the movement of 
mobile nodes in the long term, particularly due to sparse networks, while the varied 
value of W  in short range does not significantly affect the performance. The simulation 
is run 10 times, to plot results with 95% confidence interval.
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Fig. 4.3; Effect of Message Lifetime
4.5.2 Evaluation R esults
4.5.2.1 Influence of M essage Lifetim e
In Fig.4.3(a), CSL achieves the highest delivery ratio even with small message lifetime. 
Particularly, Epidemic suffers from the decreased delivery ratio given large message
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lifetime, this is because the long survived messages result in buffer exhaustion. Given 
its forwarding behavior, MOVE is with the lowest delivery ratio in such sparse scenario, 
comparable with AeroRP (Replication) given large message lifetime. As stated before, 
the geometric metric of AeroRP (Replication) for making routing decision is valid 
only if pairwise encountered nodes are moving towards destination. As such, AeroRP 
(Replication) can not utilize the encounter opportunity even if it is replication based. 
In Fig.4.3(b), Epidemic suffers from the highest average delivery latency due to limited 
buffer space, different from AeroRP (Replication) inadequately utilizing the encounter 
opportunity. Regarding the overhead ratio illustrated in Fig.4.3(c), POR and CSL 
achieve the decreased tendency, rather than other replication algorithms. Besides, 
MOVE is insensitive to this performance metric because of its forwarding behavior.
4.5.2.2 Influence of Moving Speed
Given the increased moving speed, CSL guarantees the highest delivery ratio comparing 
with other algorithms in Fig.4.4(a). Particularly, POR and AeroRP (Replication) suffer 
from a fluctuation regarding this performance metric due to their inadequate routing 
decisions. In Fig.4.4(b), CSL also keeps the lowest average delivery latency, similar to 
that of MPAD. However, since the insufficient encounter duration reduces the number 
of successful message transmissions, all the algorithms suffer from an increased ten­
dency regarding this performance metric. The performance regarding overhead ratio 
in Fig.4.4(c) also shows the efficiency of CSL considering its achieved delivery ratio, 
although its achieved deliver latency is close to that of MPAD.
4.5.2.3 Influence of Transmission Range
If increasing the transmission range, all the algorithms obtain the increased delivery 
ratio in Fig.4.5(a), excluding Epidemic suffering from the degradation. The reason is 
that the increased number of message replications given large transmission range would 
result in buffer exhaustion. Furthermore, CSL achieves the lowest average delivery la­
tency in Fig.4.5(b), thanks to the increased connectivity. In Fig.4.5(c), MOVE keeps a 
stable overhead ratio because of its forwarding behavior, as such the increased trans-
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mission range does not increase the redundancy. Apart from this, CSL achieves a lower 
increased tendency than AeroRP (Replication), because of its investigating via DR.
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4.5.2.4 Influence of Maximum Waiting Time
When increasing the maximum waiting time for mobile nodes, CSL achieves the highest 
delivery ratio in Fig.4.6 (a). AeroRP (Replication) suffers from the largest degradation, 
since it does not consider the case when one of the pairwise encountered nodes is
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temporarily stationary. In Fig.4.6(b), CSL also achieves the lowest average delivery 
latency. As AeroRP (Replication) would not process any message replication given the 
temporarily stationary movement, it achieves a decreased overhead ratio comparing 
with other algorithms in Fig.4.6 (c). In spite of this, CSL keeps a relatively stable
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tendency regarding this performance metric for its efficiency.
4.6 Justification of Using DR
Here, the algorithm adopts and (f)j^ d < § to make message replication is
named as Simplified Delegation Geographic Routing (SDGR). Its version that further 
adopts VJf to handle the local maximum problem is named as Delegation
Geographic Routing (DGR). Through the analysis, the bandwidth and buffer space are 
assumed to be infinite.
4.6.1 SD G R  Achieves a Higher D elivery R atio Than A eroR P (R epli­
cation)
Recall that the original routing condition for Come mode to replicate a message is given 
by:
31%;™ > and<Aj,d < and ^ (4.6)
While, the condition for using DR in the Come mode to replicate a message is given 
by:
13%"" > and 46,. d < ^1.7)
Considering the message replication for the first time, the probability that >
is 1 as yjf'" is initialized with an infinitely large value, which is larger than the 
probability that &^ d (f)i^ d < f  •
Inherently, the more message replications will promote message delivery although suflter- 
ing a high overhead ratio. Therefore, a larger probability that the message is replicated 
to other nodes, the higher delivery ratio will be.
4.6.2 SD G R  Achieves a Lower D elivery D elay Than A eroR P (R epli­
cation)
Based on the analysis discussed in [31], the delay for Direct Delivery follows 0(iC), 
where K  is the number of nodes in the network. Also, the delay for Epidemic follows
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C(log(A')), as an optimal redundancy based multi-liop routing.
Here, considering the delivery delay for AeroRP(Replication), it follows:
D(A) > De/o^(AeroRP(Rephcatior^)) > C(log(A')) (4.8)
In the worst case that the encountered node has lower value of f  is always
O j  X  COb ^4 j  (j
unavailable, AeroRP (Replication) behaves as Direct Delivery because the message 
delivery only happens when the destination is in proximity. On the other hand, AeroRP 
(Replication) behaves as the Epidemic if any encountered node has a lower value of TTI 
aforementioned, thus the message is always replicated to the encountered node, similar 
to the routing behavior of Epidemic.
Considering the routing behavior of SDGR, it is less likely to behave as Direct Delivery, 
because of a larger probability for message replication aforementioned. Therefore, the 
upper bound delivery delay of SDGR is lower that that of AeroRP (Replication).
4 .6 .3  E ffectiveness o f H a n d lin g  th e  L ocal M ax im u m  P ro b le m
In order to handle the local maximum problem, the condition 
is adopted to replicate message instead, only when conditions f  and
replicate message. Therefore, a larger probability that message is 
replicated from to enhances the probability for message delivery.
Comparing to SDGR, DGR is less likely to become Direct Delivery. As such, the upper 
bound delivery delay of DGR is lower that that of SDGR.
4 .6 .4  E fficiency  o f S D G R
Furthermore, referring [80], using DR reduces the expected cost dramatically from 
0 (AT) to 0 (\/Â) based on a given utility metric for making routing decision.
4.6 .5  A n a ly sis  o f R e su lts
The evaluation is under the Random WayPoint (RWP) scenario with 1000x1000 
area, consisting of 1 located stationary destination at the center of and K=100 mobile
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nodes with the constant 5 m/s moving speed. In the RWP model, nodes encounter 
time are approximately exponentially distributed. The communication technique is set 
with 10m transmission range and 2 Mbit/s bandwidth, considering as the Bluetooth 
standard. Messages are randomly generated from the mobile nodes every 30s with 1KB 
size and default 60 minutes lifetime, while the buffer space for all nodes in the network 
is configured to be infinite. Here, all the algorithms are based on the First In First Out 
(FIFO) queuing mechanism for transmission, thus messages are prioritized in the same 
order that they were placed into the buffer. The contention regarding bandwidth and 
buffer space are not considered herein.
Here, Epidemic is used to compared as the benchmark, where all the messages are de­
livered in the ideal assumption. In Fig.4.7(a), SDGR also outperforms AeroRP (Repli­
cation), where the performance gap becomes dramatically particularly given the short 
message lifetime. This implies the advantage of SDGR over AeroRP (Replication), 
that is to deliver the message before the given expiration deadline. Following the anal­
ysis, DGR achieves a higher delivery ratio than SDGR, because DGR handles the local 
maximum problem happens in SDGR. Direct Delivery (DD) performs worst because 
the message is only relayed to destination, comparing with other algorithms with the 
assistance of mobile nodes to relay the message.
In Fig.4.7(b), SDGR achieves a lower delivery latency than AeroRP (Replication), while 
the former is with a less increase in relation to delivery latency. The advantage of han­
dling the local maximum problem is also shown, where DGR achieves a lower delivery 
latency than SDGR. In addition, since Epidemic always achieves the 100% message de­
livery ratio, it keeps a stable tendency regarding the delivery latency, comparing with 
DD which follows the linearly increased tendency.
In Fig.4.7(c), a lower overhead ratio achieved by SDGR is observed comparing with 
AeroRP (Replication). Besides, SDGR reduces the replication redundancy from 0 (K )  
to 0(^/K),  where AeroRP (Replication) follows 0(K) .  Since DGR generates more 
message copies to handle the local maximum problem, it suffers from a higher redun­
dancy than SDGR. Herein, the overhead of DD is 0 because it does not borrow the 
assistance of mobile nodes to relay message.
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4.7 Summary
Considering the case of a stationary destination, DR was explored to overcome the 
limitation of geometric metric, as defined in AeroRP [128], which requires pairwise
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encountered nodes moving towards destination. The scheme to handle the local max­
imum problem is also proposed, used for the proposed Come mode which replicates 
message towards destination. Furthermore, the investigation of DR also overcomes the 
limitation of the proposed Leave mode requiring pairwise encountered nodes moving 
away from destination, this mode is used to prevent message replication leaving away 
from the destination. Considering the temporarily stationary movement via Stop mode, 
evaluation results show the improvement of the proposed CSL in terms of delivery ratio, 
average delivery latency as well as overhead ratio. Meanwhile, following the analysis 
under ideal assumption, results show the effectiveness of the investigation on DR.
Chapter 5
Approach-and-Roam (AaR): A 
Geographic Routing for D TN s 
Considering M obile D estination
The sparse network density in DTNs results in long delay to request/reply the realtime 
geographic information of destination if taking into account its mobility. Thus, the 
realtime geographic information becomes to be out of date. This is the challenge for 
using traditional geographic routing in DTNs, as the traditional approach requires 
the awareness of the current destination location in dense networks. Consequently, 
using realtime geographic information would be dihicult in DTNs. However, previous 
geographic routing algorithms in DTNs rarely consider this challenge.
Regarding message delivery, it is suggested [2] [5] to adopt replication approach under 
the scenario with sparse network density, since the message copies increase the possi­
bility that one of them could be delivered within the given lifetime. In light of this, 
the target is to geometrically operate message replication, without using the realtime 
geographic information of destination. The proposed geographic routing scheme is 
presented as follows:
# The historical geographic information of destination is adopted to estimate its move­
ment region, via its historical moving speed and historical location. The key insight is
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to efficiently enable message replication approaching this region faster via the proposed 
Approach mode, and to effectively guarantee message replication within this region 
with a longer time via the Roam mode. In light of this, the proposed algorithm is 
named as Approach-and-Roam (AaR) that reduces the delivery delay and increases the 
probability to encounter destination. Note that although the scheme for estimating this 
movement region is borrowed from the idea of Location Aided Routing (LAR) [130] 
originally for redundancy reduction in dense networks, here, the aim is to separate the 
routing modes for message delivery in sparse networks.
• Furthermore, the local maximum problem [29] is rarely addressed by previous works. 
If the utility metric of encountered node is worse than that of the message carrier, 
the message delivery would be delayed or even degraded given the limited message 
lifetime. Different from conventional geographic routing algorithms relying on high 
network density, this problem is handled depending on the nodal mobility and message 
lifetime in sparse networks. Here, the local maximum problem in the Approach mode 
implies that a candidate node which approaches the movement region of destination 
faster is unavailable. Meanwhile, the unavailability of a candidate node which roams 
in this region with a longer time is regarded as the local maximum problem in Roam 
mode.
• Since the devices in DTNs are considered to have limited bandwidth and buffer space, 
the message priority is defined based on a joint estimation considering the nodal mobil­
ity and message lifetime. This is useful to transmit the most important messages given 
limited bandwidth, or discard the least important message if buffer overflows. Note 
that this is different from previous works which only adopt the encounter prediction 
[74] [75] [76] or message lifetime [8 ] [131], particularly considering the proposed Approach 
mode and Roam mode as well as the proposed message carrier count to estimate the 
importance of each message. Recall that the nodal mobility is crucial for routing in 
DTNs, the pruning process reduces the redundancy by taking into account the time 
duration to approach the movement region estimated for message destination, rather 
than previous work [75] which only takes into account the distance factor.
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5.1 Overview of the Proposed Algorithm
AaR assumes that the historical geographic information required for routing decision 
can be exchanged simultaneously when pairwise nodes encounter, while only one con­
nection can be set up simultaneously due to link interference. Each node is equipped 
with the Global Positioning System (GPS) to obtain its own realtime geographic in­
formation, as a valid assumption adopted by previous geographic algorithms. The 
proposed AaR is considered as a replication algorithm using the historical geographic 
information for candidate node selection, without considering the limited number of 
replications. Therefore, the algorithms [33][86][131][132] relying on the initial defined 
value of copy tickets to control replication are out of the investigation in this chapter.
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Fig. 5.1: Function Flowchart of AaR
As the function flowchart shown in Fig.5.1, starting from the information update func­
tion, two routing modes are switched according to the estimated movement region for 
message’s destination given the updated information. The Approach mode replicates
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the message to an encountered node moving towards this region faster, while the Roam 
mode replicates the message to an encountered node with a longer predicted time du­
ration of roaming within this region. This is because the faster message replication 
approaching the estimated movement region could reduce more redundancy as well as 
the delivery delay. In contrast, as the destination moves within such estimated move­
ment region, a longer time duration for the message residing within this region would 
increase the possibility for delivery.
In addition to the design of routing modes, the transmission framework schedules the 
message transmission given limited bandwidth, followed by the buffer management 
function for message replacement given buffer space exhaustion. Here, AaR prioritizes 
messages considering their selected candidate nodes in addition to their remaining 
lifetime, where the best candidate node may not guarantee delivery for its carried 
message with quite limited remaining lifetime, as compared to another node carrying 
the message with a larger remaining lifetime, although the latter might not be the best 
relay for its carried message. For example, node A  carrying message M 1 requires 10 
minutes to encounter the destination D1 of M l, while M l will expire within 5 minutes. 
Given that another node B  carrying message M2 requires 15 minutes to encounter the 
destination D2 of M 2  while M2 will expire within 15 minutes, then AaR will transmit 
M2 prior to M l ,  although node A  can encounter message destination faster than node 
B. After message transmission, AaR allows the node fast approaching the movement 
region estimated for destination to keep on carrying the message, which reduces the 
replication redundancy outside this region.
5.2 D etailed Design
Following Fig.5.1, the detailed design of AaR is specified in this section. In addition to 
Ni, Nj, Nd, R, M, Di^d^  Si, 9i, 4>gd defined in TABLE 4.1, additional notations used 
for AaR are listed in TABLE 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1: List of N otations
tcxir Current time in the network
U,d Historical encounter time between and N j recorded by Nt, similarly for
Historical geographic information of recorded by TV* at similarly for
Historical location of recorded by at similarly for gi)
Recent historical encounter time between W j  obtained from and where E 
m ax[q,d,q,d]
Recent historical location of obtained hom  and
Radius of the movement region estimated for
Time duration for approaching the edge of the movement region estimated for N j ,  
similarly for
Time duration for roaming within the movement region estim ated for N j ,  similarly 
f o r T -
C'AY Corner 1%#
P m Message priority
DPM Message discard probability
Encounter angle between N  ^ and Nj
5.2.1 Information U pdate
^ ( tt/)  is defined as the historical geographic information about N^, where N^ is the 
message destination. In detail, is a tuple consisting of the destined node ID N^ ,^
and its historical location T(t%_d) — (a;^ , a.s well as its historical moving speed 
which are recorded by N^  at their encounter time Furthermore, when two nodes 
encounter, each should update its information about the destination according to the 
other based on the age of the information.
TABLE 5.2: H isto ry  G eographic Inform ation  ^(^ 7 ,3 ) for Ng based on the
Node
 ^ I (
Historical Location Historical Speed Historical Encounter Time
N 3 (2400,3000) 1.5 m /s 3200s
As an example in TABLE 5.2, ^(^7 ,3 ) is denoted as the historical geographic information 
for Ng, where its historical location T(f7 ,g) = (2400,3000) and historical speed Eg =
1.5 m /s are recorded by N7 given their historical encounter time 7^ ,3 = 3200s. Assuming
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Nj  later encounters Ni with where = 4200s, then the historical information
about Ns as recorded in ^^ (^ 7 ,3 ) is updated according to that of in ^^ (^ 1 ,3 ).
5.2.2 R outing Framework
Before making routing decision, message M  is directly delivered only if Nd  is in prox­
imity. Meanwhile, if N j  already has a copy of message M, the routing decision about 
this message is skipped.
5.2.2.1 Estimation of Destination Movement Region
Given the updated historical geographic information, L(d)ij  is denoted as the recent 
historical location of Nd obtained from and ^(tj^d)- For example, if Ni encoun­
ters Nd more recently, L{ti^d) is as L { d ) i j .  Since the mobility pattern of mobile node 
is unpredictable, the estimated movement region of Nd is defined as a circle with its 
radius Rd calculated as:
R(l = S(l X  [tcur (5.1)
Where Gur is the current time in the network, and t(d)ij — max[G,d, G,d] is the maxi­
mum value between G,d and tj d^- As aforementioned, this scheme is borrowed from [130] 
and note that Sd is the updated historical moving speed of A^. Denoting the distance 
from the location of N j  to L { d ) i j  as the decision that whether N j  is within the 
movement region estimated for Nd is determined by the comparison between Dj^d and
Rd-
5.2.2.2 Approach Mode
Following Algorithm 2, the Approach mode performs when Nj  is out of the movement 
region estimated for destination, as given by (Dj,d > Rd)-
Given that {{Dj^d > Rd) n(A ,d < Rd)), M is skipped for replication as it has already 
been carried within the movement region estimated for Nd.
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Algorithm  2 Routing Framework - Approach Mode 
1: for each encounter between A7 and N j  do
2: for each m essage M  carried by A7; do
3; if > R,i) then
4: if > Ed) < i )  > #)) then
5: replicate M  to A/,-
6: else if j < ^) < i )  > E .^)) then
7: replicate M  to N'j
8: else if ( ( r" 7  > Tff‘ -  T t f )  m j . d  <  f )  IK*,,! < f  ) IKA,., > % )) then
9: replicate Al  to Aj
10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
In addition, Af is directly replicated to Nj given the conditions ((0,;,d > <
^) f ] (Di 4 A  Ed)), since A7 would move away from the target region while N j  is cur­
rently moving towards this region. As an example shown in Fig.5.2 where ((A,d = 
Ed) n(^h,d — f  ) n(Dyd — Ed)), N j  would be selected as the candidate node given that 
4>j,d < f  • To this end, M is replicated for approaching this target region.
/  Estimated
Movement \
/  Region of Nj \
\
I O -----
^  /
/
N j A
Fig. 5.2: A Special Case of Approach Mode
As shown in Fig.5.3, T^^f is denoted as the time duration for N j  approaching the edge 
of the movement region estimated for Nj, where:
= N '  C (5.2)
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Fig. 5.3: Calculation of in Approach Mode
Similarly for the calculation of requires the condition < |) .  Here, con­
ditions ((T“7  < n((^M < I ) p\{<pi,d < f  ) n(A ,d > Rd)) will replicate message to
N j,  since N j  would approach the edge of the target region faster than Nj.
As M  would be constantly kept by Ni  until other encountered nodes with a smaller value 
than are in proximity, a novel scheme to handle this local maximum problem is 
proposed given the conditions
This situation would delay or even degrade message delivery when considering the 
limited message lifetime.
By taking into account the mobility of message carrier Ni, the inequality (5.3) guar­
antees message replication approaching the edge of the target region before message 
expiration lifetime:
+ (5.3)
Where is the elapsed time since message generation, and is its initialized life- 
time. Therefore, the conditions ((7][^ > < §) < §) >
Rd)) imply M  would expire before To this end, M  is replicated to N j  for effi­
cient handling the local maximum problem where N j  can not approach the edge of the 
target region faster than Ni. This scheme hopes Nj  would encounter other nodes with 
a smaller value than
5.2.2.3 Roam Mode
Following Algorithm 3, the Roam mode is performed when Nj is within the movement
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A lg o rith m  3 Routing Framework - Roam Mode
1 : for each encounter between N  and Nj do 
2: for each message M  carried by A* do
3: if {Djji < Rd) then
4: if > Rd) then
5: replicate M  to Nj
6: else if > 7;% ) th en
7; replicate M  to Nj
8: else if ((ï;™/- > TjJ" -  Tj'“) (KA.,! < A)) then
9: replicate M  to Nj
10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
region estimated for destination, as given by {Dj j  < Rd).
Given that { { D j ^ i  < Rd)r\i^i,d > Rd))i is directly replicated to N j  for message 
replication roaming within this region. This is because that message should be repli­
cated into the movement region for destination, particularly if the message carrier is 
out of this region.
y '  Estimated x.
/■ Movement
/  Region of Nj \
 W
Fig. 5.4; Calculation of in Roam Mode
Assuming both N j  and N j  would continue to move according to their current moving 
directions, is denoted as the time duration for N j  roaming within the region of 
destination. As shown in Fig.5.4, is calculated according to equation (5.4):
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The details of calculating are as follows:
As shown in Fig.5.4, an additional variable X  is defined, which is vertical to the line 
connection of 6j.  Then equation (5.5) is obtained:
™
where:
X  = Dj,d ^ sin (5.6)
Then equation (5.5) can be converted to:
rr r^oa. ~  ( D j , d  X  s i n f / ) ^ - ^ ) ^  V i ^ J , d V  ~  ( D j , d  X s \n ( j ) j^ d Y  / C
T-'." = ^  + Sj
As such equation (5.4) can be derived from equation (5.7).
Note that the calculation of 7T°° is also valid given that [cjyj^ d > | ) ,  while the above cal­
culation for is similar for To this end, the conditions ({TJX > PKA.d < 
Rd))  will replicate message, since a longer time duration roaming within this region im­
plies a higher possibility to encounter destination.
In addition, conditions ((TTg° > TJ™ -  T|J“) n(A ,d < Rd)) would make message repli­
cation to Nj, hoping Nj would encounter Nd directly or other nodes with a larger value 
than within this target region. This process is used to handle the local maximum 
problem given that ((T%g'' < 7%^) iK A.d < ^d)).
5.2.3 M essage Transmission
By taking into account the message remaining lifetime (TJJ* — T^") and the time 
duration for Nj to approach the target region the negative value of (T^^ — 
T|j“) — T j ^  implies that M  would expire before the roaming time duration 7^^. 
Similarly, the negative value of — Tf f )  — 7Tg° implies that M  would expire before 
where Nj is within the movement region estimated for its destination.
Although the messages replicated using Roam mode imply that they have already 
been within the movement region estimated for their destinations, it is unreasonable to 
transmit the messages with a negative value of (T^ J* — T^°) — 7Tg° prior to those with
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a positive value of (T^ J^  — —7^^. Therefore, AaR. would provide the transmission
opportunity for the message which can be replicated approaching the target region 
within its lifetime, particularly if another compared message would expire before the 
roaming time duration within the target region. The consideration behind is to separate 
the potential for message replication processed by the respective routing modes.
Furthermore, the carrier list Cm  is defined for each message, recording the number of 
nodes that have already carried the corresponding message. Note that each node in 
the network is identified by its unique ID. To this end, the candidate node ID will be 
recorded into Cm after each successful message transmission, then the number of IDs 
is calculated. Moreover, it is also necessary to update Cm if pairwise nodes carrying 
the same message encounter each other, such as an example shown in Fig.5.5.
Before Update
After Update
C^r~{NA fNB,Nc}Nd ,Ne} Cm~ { A  ,N g,N c ,N o ,Ae}
A, #  e  A
<------- 0,---------   Oj-------►
Fig. 5.5: An Example Of Updating Nodal IDs in Cm
It is highlighted that the advantage of using the carrier list instead of the hop count is
to adequately estimate the number of message copies in the network. To this end, the
message with a large value of carrier list implies that it has been extensively replicated 
in the network.
Based on the above discussion, the message priority Pm  is defined as:
f  (rjvirii q-ifilri\ .-j-ia.pp
a /  =  (  . .  ""y ^  (5.8)I f ' p tm  rj-^ela\ rpvoa
b  "  A : /  " ' Aw < %
Then messages are prioritized according to the descend order of Pm for transmission.
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5.2.4 Buffer M anagem ent
If the buffer space of N j  overflow, it is essential for N j  to select its carried message with 
the least importance, and then deletes its stored message to get space for the incoming 
message.
In this case, messages are also prioritized according to Pm - For example, the message
jr j i in i  'jp e la j  rproa
with the negative value of —^ ^ ^  is replaced prior to those with the positive
Ç p in i  'j'e .la j  rpapp
value of —^ ^ a l t h o u g h  the former has already been within the movement 
region estimated for its destination.
Recall that the message hop count is increased by one after each successful message 
transmission, even if this message would be replaced by the incoming message consid­
ering the limited buffer space. Therefore, the message with a large value of hop count 
does not imply that there are a large number of its copies existing in the network. 
In contrast, using carrier count Cm  can adequately estimate the importance of each 
message according to its number of copies. Note that a large number of message copies 
existing in the network would consume more network resources.
5.2.5 Pruning Process
After each successful message transmission using Approach mode, the previous message 
carrier Nj  discards M, only if Ni  is moving with the consistent direction of Nj.  This is 
denoted as the conditions ((w%j = 0) n(A ,d > Rd)) where is calculated as:
~ { (5-9)
\2'K — \6i — 6j\ else
This process guarantees only one copy of M  is carried by the node with a shorter time 
duration approaching the target region, which could reduce the redundant replication.
Since it is unreasonable to discard the message particularly if its carrier Ni  is extremely
close to the movement region estimated for A^, thus a discard probability DPm  is 
defined, where:
r p a p p
OPm = (5.10)
d - M  d
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It is highlighted that the definition of DPm jointly considers the factor of distance 
and moving speed as well as moving direction. The motivation behind is to keep on 
carrying the message if its carrier can significantly contribute to approaching the target 
region. In particular, this process is excluding the case if the message replication is for 
handling the local maximum problem in Approach mode, as mentioned in Algorithm
4. As an example shown in Fig.5.6 where ((cuij = 0) = 0) = 0)), the
message carried by A  is likely to be discarded if Nj is not fast enough to approach the 
movement region estimated for A'd, where DPm ~
# #  I Rd #  L(d)
Estimated  
M ovem ent 
Region o f A,/
IV j
-0,------ ► \  y
g  ^  /
Fig. 5.6: An Example of Pruning Process
In order to further reduce redundant replication and buffer space exhaustion, the des­
tination will generate an acknowledgement of which the size can be ignored compared 
with the message size when it successfully receives this message. An intermediate node 
receiving this acknowledgement will check its buffer and discard the message which 
has been successfully delivered. In particular, this acknowledgement information is 
piggybacked with the updated historical geographic information when pairwise nodes 
encounter.
5.2.6 A p p lic ab ility  for th e  S ta tio n a ry  D e s tin a tio n
In previous subsections, AaR is designed considering the mobility of destination, here 
it is discussed that AaR can be implemented when the destination is stationary.
Given the stationary destination where (Sd ~  0), the condition (Dj^d A Rd) is always 
met since = 0). Therefore, the condition < Rd) iii Roam mode is not met
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Algorithm  4 Pruning Process 
1: for each M  successfully transmitted to Nj  do
2: if M is destined to Nj  then
3; Nj generates an acknowledgement information for message delivery 
4: else if the message replication processed by Approach mode is excluding handling the
local maximum problem then 
if ((wij = Of|(A,d > Rd)) then
Ni discards its carried M according to DPm 
end if 
end if 
end for
since the value of Dj^d can not be negative. Then the routing decision processed by 
Roam mode is not taken into account in this case.
Since messages are only processed by Approach mode in this case, they are prioritized
p p in i  j  _rpapp
according to the value of —^ ^ ----—  where the largest value implies the highest
( ' j ' in i  r p e la \  rpapp
priority for transmission. In contrast, the smallest value of ——— ^ ^  implies the 
highest priority for discard given buffer space exhaustion. The discussion of pruning 
process is similar to that of in the case considering mobile destination.
5.3 Performance Evaluation
5.3.1 Evaluation Configurations
The performance is evaluated using the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) 
[30], a Java based simulator contributes the mobility model, routing and visualization, 
but also has a powerful report function and analysis function for the simulation result. 
ONE has been used by many researchers as a part of their work in relation to routing 
in DTNs. As Fig.5.7(a) shows the default scenario with 4500x3400 m? area in ONE, 
40 cars drive on road with the speed range of [2.7 ~  13.9] m/s, 6 trams run only 
on their defined routes with [7 ~  10] m/s.  Speed range for 80 pedestrians is defined 
with [0.5 ~  1.5] m/s. Since the default Helsinki map and its original setup is kept 
to maintain comparable results, a more detail regarding their movement route can be
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TABLE 5.3: Evaluation Configurations in AaR
Sim ulation T im e 21600s
B andw idth 2 M bit/s
Transmission Range 10m
N um ber of Mobile Nodes 126
Message Size 500KB
Message G eneration Interval 30s
Message Lifetime 90 m inutes
Scenario Helsinki, K arlsruhe, M anhattan  Cities, RW P
Evaluation M etrics Delivery R atio , Average Delivery Latency, O verhead R atio
rV /7
(a) Helsinki City
u , >\
V , *
f r j
(b) Karlsruhe City
(c) Manhattan City
Fig. 5.7: Snapshots of the Helsinki City, Karlsruhe City and Manhattan City Scenarios
found in the ONE simulator. To generalize the property of AaR, a 1000x1000 
Random WayPoint (RWP) scenario is selected. Here, 100 mobile nodes with [5 ~  5]
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m /s  constant moving speed are configured in case of mobile destination. In case of 
stationary destination, 1 destination located at the center of scenario together with 99 
mobile nodes are configured.
Since the map based movement has an effect on the performance of geographic rout­
ing assuming the continuous moving direction for prediction, the performance under 
other city scenarios abstracted from real world is further evaluated. In detail, two 
2500x2500 real world maps of the Karlsruhe city and Manhattan city scenarios are 
shown in Fig.5.7(b) and Fig.5.7(c) respectively, where 100 mobile nodes consisting of 
60 pedestrians with [0.5 ~  1.5] m /s  and 40 cars with [2.7 ~  13.9] m /s  are configured. 
Instead of a completely random walk in RWP, mobile nodes under all city scenarios 
choose a random point on the map and then follow the shortest route to that point, 
based on their current location and moving speed. The communication technique is 
configured as 2Mbit/s bandwidth and 10m transmission range, referred to [131]. Here, 
it is considered that there is no direct network access and messages are propagated via 
opportunistic relay, as bridged by pedestrians walking on the road and those in the 
vehicles via the Bluetooth.
To guarantee at least one of the pairwise encountered nodes has the historical geo­
graphic information of destination, the simulation is run 3600s before the measurement 
period to collect the required information. Messages are set with 90 minutes lifetime, 
30s generation interval and 500 KB size, generated before 16200s with additional 5400s 
to consume the unexpired messages. The source and destination for each message are 
randomly selected among the number of nodes in the network. In the simulation, dif­
ferent random seeds are adopted to initialize the nodal distribution in the network, 
while results are plotted with 95 % confidence interval for 20 runs. The performance 
comparison is based on the varied message lifetime, message generation interval, net­
work density, moving speed and other map based scenarios given infinite buffer space, 
as well as the case given finite buffer space. AaR is compared with RAPID [74], DAER 
[75], POR [76] and MPAD [8].
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5.3.2 Evaluation R esults
5.3.2.1 Influence of Message Lifetime
0.8
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Fig. 5.8: Influence of Message Lifetime Under the Helsinki City Scenario With 30 
Seconds Message Generation Interval
AaR achieves the highest delivery ratio compared with other algorithms, in Fig.5.8(a)
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Fig. 5.9: Influence of Message Lifetime Under the RWP Scenario With 30 Seconds 
Message Generation Interval
and Fig.5.9(a) respectively given the limited message lifetime. This is contributed by 
the combination of Approach mode and Roam mode as well as their handling schemes 
for the local maximum problem. Here, Approach mode reduces the period when each 
message is out of the movement region estimated for its destination, while Roam mode
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keeps the message within the target region for a longer time to be delivered by its 
destination. In addition, AaR overcomes the local maximum problems happen in each 
routing mode, which further increases the possibility to find a better relay node. The 
reason RAPID outperforms POR under the Helsinki city scenario is that the varied 
moving speed and non-continuous moving direction affects the accuracy of geographic 
based algorithm, particularly in sparse networks.
Although POR outperforms RAPID regarding average delivery latency as shown in 
Fig.5.8(b) and Fig.5.9(b), AaR achieves the lowest level in terms of this performance 
by taking into account the nodal mobility to make routing decision, rather than only 
considering the distance metric as adopted in POR and DAER. The contribution from 
handling the local maximum problem also reduces the delivery latency by generating 
additional message copies, only if the message is close to its expiration deadline.
In Fig.5.8(c) and Fig.5.9(c), AaR also achieves the lowest overhead ratio. This is be­
cause that AaR limits the redundant replication out of the movement region estimated 
for destination via Approach mode, where the encountered node moving away from 
the target region is skipped for routing decision. Given the sparse networks as well 
as without considering nodal movement, POR generates more replication redundancy 
than RAPID under the Helsinki city scenario. Note that DAER performs worst because 
it does not consider the nodal movement status, while it aggressively deletes message 
copies if the message carrier is moving away from destination. Therefore, DAER suffers 
from the highest overhead ratio.
5.3.2.2 Influence of M essage G eneration  Interval
Another advantage of AaR is the achieved highest delivery ratio given limited band­
width, as shown in Fig.5.10(a) and Fig.5.11(a) respectively. This is because that AaR 
adequately transmits messages according to their priority, where the message with the 
high potential to be delivered before expiration deadline as well as the small num­
ber of copies is transmitted. Also, RAPID outperforms POR under the Helsinki city 
scenario, as compared to the case under the RWP scenario. Here, in addition to the 
factor of map route which affects POR, another factor is that a number of nodes would
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Fig. 5.10: Influence of Message Generation Interval Under the Helsinki City Scenario 
With 90 Minutes Message Lifetime
have more encounter opportunities under city scenario comparing with the case given 
random movement, which results in more aggressive bandwidth contention.
In Fig.5.10(b) and Fig.5.11(b), DAER can not obtain the benefit from the alleviated
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Fig. 5.11: Influence of Message Generation Interval Under the RWP Scenario With 90 
Minutes Message Lifetime
bandwidth contention, suffering from a smoothly decreased average delivery latency. 
This is because DAER does not consider the message lifetime as well as the nodal 
mobility to encounter destination, thus the message whicli is closer to destination may 
expire in a short time. In contrast, AaR outperforms POR and RAPID, by performing
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the lowest average delivery latency. This observation implies it is more effective to 
consider the nodal mobility and message lifetime, for making routing decision and 
message transmission.
Due to the designed routing framework, AaR also achieves the lowest overhead ratio 
in Fig.5.10(c) and Fig.5.11(c), although the schemes for handling the local maximum 
problems in Approach mode and Roam mode perform additional message replication. 
Here, since the alleviated bandwidth contention increases the message delivery ratio, all 
the algorithms suffer from the increased overhead ratio for delivering more messages. 
The advantage of RAPID over POR under the Helsinki city scenario is also observable 
in this case.
5.3.2.3 Influence of Network Density
In Fig.5.12(a) and Fig.5.13(a), AaR makes more use of the sparse network density, 
by achieving the highest delivery ratio. The reason is that AaR generates additional 
message copies for handling the local maximum problems in Approach and Roam modes 
respectively, particularly when mobile nodes do not have high possibility to encounter 
each other in sparse networks. Since a small number of nodes does not help to obtain 
the most recent historical encounter information, POR outperforms RAPID given low 
network density, particularly under the Helsinki city scenario.
In Fig.5.12(b) and Fig.5.13(b), all the algorithms benefit from the increased network 
density by achieving the decreased average delivery latency, where AaR is with the low­
est level and the most dramatic slope. This is because that using more message copies 
for handling the local maximum problem increases the possibility that one of these 
copies is delivered within the shortest time. In particular, DAER does not adequately 
utilize the increased network density, suffering from the least decrease with respect to 
this performance metric. The reason is that the increased network density results in 
contention for message transmission, which is not properly considered by DAER.
AaR also achieves the lowest overhead ratio in Fig.5.12(c) and Fig.5.13(c), which per­
forms a similar behavior in previous results. Comparing with POR, AaR is more
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Fig. 5.12: Influence of Network Density Under the Helsinki City Scenario With 90 
Minutes Message Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
feasible in the sparse networks by taking into account the nodal mobility while with­
out requiring the realtime geographic information. Meanwhile, AaR also achieves the 
lowest overhead ratio given the increased network density.
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Fig. 5.13: Influence of Network Density Under the RWP Scenario With 90 Minutes 
Message Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
5.3.2.4 Influence of Moving Speed
AaR guarantees the highest delivery ratio given high mobility, in Fig.5.14(a) and 
Fig.5.15(a) respectively. Here, the moving speed for all types of nodes under the
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Fig. 5.14: Influence of Moving Speed Under the Helsinki City Scenario With 90 Minutes 
Message Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
Helsinki city scenario is increased with a certain factor. In particular, although RAPID 
outperforms POR in terms of the limited bandwidth, as the result shown in Fig.5.10(a), 
the large variation of network topology due to high mobility affects the accuracy of the 
routing decision in RAPID. As such, RAPID performs worse than POR given an ag-
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Fig. 5.15: Influence of Moving Speed Under the RWP Scenario With 90 Minutes Mes­
sage Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
gressively high mobility in Fig.5.14(a). Here, AaR performs best because of considering 
the moving speed for making routing decision and managing message transmission.
Due to the insufficient encounter duration, the delayed message replication results in an
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increased average delivery latency. However, the high mobility could also promote the 
message carrier to encounter destination directly, thus all the algorithms further obtain 
a slightly decreased average delivery latency. Comparing the results in Fig.5.14(b) and 
Fig.5.15(b), the latter is insignificant due to the random movement. In spite of this, 
AaR still performs best comparing with other algorithms.
AaR also keeps the lowest overhead ratio in Fig.5.14(c) and Fig.5.15(c), by taking into 
account the moving speed. Here, note that handling the local maximum problems in 
each routing mode is prevented if mobile nodes are fast enough, as given by (T^^  ^ < 
r™  -  T ,t)  and (T,% < T 'f  -  Tg").
5.3.2.5 Influence of Buffer Space
Given the limited buffer space, AaR guarantees the highest delivery ratio in Fig.5.16(a) 
and Fig.5.17(a) by prioritizing messages considering their lifetime, nodal mobility and 
message carrier count. Comparing with previous results given infinite buffer space e.g., 
Fig.5.8(a) and Fig.5.9(a), RAPID outperforms POR under both scenarios because POR 
is lack of design on buffer management. In addition to the high network dynamic which 
has influence on RAPID, AaR also considers the number of copies for each message to 
estimate its deliveiy potential, which is not discussed by RAPID.
Furthermore, RAPID suffers from the largest variation regarding average delivery la­
tency, than other algorithms in Fig.5.16(b) and Fig.5.17(b) respectively. This is because 
that RAPID does not consider the number of message copies in the network, when in­
creasing the buffer space for achieving high delivery ratio. Note that although the 
consideration of load balancing in POR contributes to a smooth performance, AaR 
achieves the lowest level given the increased buffer space.
DAER performs worst in Fig.5.16(c) and Fig.5.17(c), while RAPID outperforms POR 
because of replacing messages according to the estimated delivery latency. In spite of 
this, AaR achieves the lowest overhead ratio by well estimating the delivery potential of 
each message. It is emphasized that in AaR, the message estimated with low delivery 
potential has less chance for further replication given the limited buffer space, which 
reduces the overhead in the network.
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Fig. 5.16: Influence of BufiFer Space Under the Helsinki City Scenario With 90 Minutes 
Message Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
5.3.2.6 Influence of Scenario
As the results shown in Fig.5.18(a) and Fig.5.19(a), AaR outperforms other algorithms 
regarding delivery ratio. Meanwhile, AaR keeps the lowest average delivery latency
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Fig. 5.17: Influence of Buffer Space Under the RWP Scenario With 90 Minutes Message 
Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
in Fig.5.18(b) and Fig.5.19(b), as well as the lowest overhead ratio in Fig.5.18(c) and 
Fig.5.19(c). These results show that even the map routes under these scenarios are 
different, AaR also keeps its advantage by taking into account the nodal mobility to 
geometrically replicate messages.
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Fig. 5.18: Performance Under the Karlsruhe City Scenario Witli 90 Minutes Message 
Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
5.3.2.7 Results Given Stationary D estination
Fig.5.20(a) shows that AaR achieves effective delivery ratio as compared to other algo­
rithms. Although l)oth MPAD and AaR suffer from a higher average delivery latency
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Fig. 5.19: Performance Under the Manhattan City Scenario With 90 Minutes Message 
Lifetime and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
for delivering more messages in Fig.5.20(b), AaR achieves a lower overhead ratio in 
Fig.5.20(c). This is because AaR further considers nodal moving speed for selecting 
better relay, which is not addressed by MPAD.
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Fig. 5.20: Performance Given Stationary Destination With 90 Minutes Message Life­
time and 30 Seconds Message Generation Interval
5.4 Discussions
Since routing in DTNs mainly relies on historical information, it is essential to make 
routing decision using the routing table that it last advertised, otherwise the routing
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tables could be inconsistent between encountered nodes. Here, the size of routing table 
is assumed to be small as compared to message size. This is because that the data are 
bundled to form a large size message to tolerate the disruption and long delay in DTNs. 
Meanwhile, the overhead of exchanged information can be ignored in sparse networks. 
Therefore, comparing with the large size data, the size of routing table is not taken into 
account for buffer occupancy in AaR and RAPID regarding performance comparison, 
as DAER and POR are without this requirement by relying on the realtime geographic 
information.
Previous works mainly rely on the accuracy of encounter prediction, since they usually 
predict a time to encounter destination such as RAPID, or only use the realtime location 
of destination (e.g., DAER and POR). In contrast, AaR overcomes this constraint 
by estimating a movement region of destination and separating two routing modes. 
Here, messages are efficiently replicated towards the movement region estimated for 
destination in Approach mode, and effectively replicated via Roam mode for message 
delivery within this region. TABLE 5.4 shows the influence of routing mode, where AaR 
only adopts one routing phase at each time. Since mobile nodes have different moving 
speed under the Helsinki city scenario, both Approach and Roam modes show their 
properties. In particular, the infrequently updated historical geographic information 
may result in a larger size of the estimated movement region. In this case, AaR can 
still guarantee its efficiency due to using a larger for selecting the candidate node. 
This property is observed under the RWP scenario, where the message replication is 
mainly made from Roam mode.
To guarantee reliable message delivery, the proposed schemes for handling the local 
maximum problems in Approach mode and Roam mode replicate each message only if 
its current carrier is unable to either approach the target region, or roam within this 
region before the expiration deadline. In TABLE 5.5, the comparison AaR between 
AaR-WH (the version without handling the local maximum problems in two routing 
modes) is provided in case of Helsinki city scenario. Here, the overhead for handling the 
local maximum problem is dramatically decreased given large message lifetime. This 
implies the advantage of using (7%^  ^ -  to compare with in order to
control replication redundancy.
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TABLE 5.4: Influence of Routing Mode
Routing Algorithm Delivery Ratio Average Delivery Latency Overhead Ratio
Mobile Destination Under the Helsinki City Scenario
AaR 0.9763 2199s 32.17
AaR (Approach Mode Only) 0.7019 2467s 10.28
AaR (Roam Mode Only) 0.6738 2205s 37.36
Mobile Destination Under the RWP Scenario
AaR 1 1494s 17.49
AaR (Approach Mode Only) 0.3857 2499s 0.22
AaR (Roam Mode Only) 0.9892 1514s 18.24
TABLE 5.5: Influence of Handling the Local Maximum Problem
Message
Lifetime
Delivery Ratio Average Delivery Latency Overhead Ratio
AaR AaR-WH AaR AaR-WH AaR AaR-WH
40 Minutes 0.6474 0.5214 1381s 1389s 40.77 27.01
90 Minutes 0.9763 0.9332 2199s 2313s 32.17 25.94
In the ideal case, AaR assumes the constant speed and the continuous moving direction 
for prediction, which has been evaluated under the RWP scenario with the improvement 
over DAER, POR and RAPID. Although the realistic movement is with the variable 
moving speed and the non-continuous moving direction restricted by the map route, 
AaR still shows its advantage under the Helsinki city and other city scenarios. In 
addition, the effectiveness and efficiency of AaR given stationary destination is discussed 
and evaluated. The simulation study is limited by its abstraction compared with real 
world. Regarding the practical implementation, it is essential to consider the GPS error 
for information update. To enhance the reliability in reality as initially proposed in 
[133], it is also promising to combine the conventional geographic routing algorithms 
with the proposed AaR, where the latter is only implemented if the delay to wait for 
the location information exceeds a defined threshold.
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5.5 Summary
Using the historical geographic information of destination by taking into account its 
mobility, the proposed AaR considers the challenge to obtain the realtime geographic 
information, due to the long delay for information request/reply in sparse networks. 
Besides, messages are replicated via the Approach mode and Roam mode respectively, 
to perform the efficient replication approaching the movement region estimated for 
destination faster, and effective replication within this region for a longer time. The 
combination of these two modes reduces the delay to reach the target region, and 
increases the message delivery probability within this region. Considering the limited 
bandwidth and buffer space, AaR outperforms the compared algorithms under the 
Helsinki city and RWP as well as other map based scenarios, in terms of delivery ratio, 
average delivery latency and overhead ratio. Although AaR is with the pruning process 
to further control replication redundancy, its overhead ratio does not outperform other 
algorithms impressively. With this in mind, the next chapter focuses on enhancing the 
routing efficiency as well as maintaining the delivery latency with an acceptable level.
Chapter 6
Converge-and-Diverge (CaD): A  
Geographic R outing for D T N s  
Using D elegation R eplication  
Approach
In this chapter, the proposed algorithm is also based on the movement region estimated 
for destination, by bring together the components of CSL and AaR. In detail, requiring 
both pairwise nodes moving towards this region, the proposed Converge mode enables 
message replication to converge to the edge of this region faster, reducing the latency 
to reach this region. Meanwhile, requiring both pairwise nodes to be located within the 
target region, the proposed Diverge mode makes message replication to spread over the 
entire area of this region faster, aiming to reduce the latency to encounter destination. 
Thus the combination of them aims to guarantee fast message delivery before limited 
message lifetime, as such, the proposed algorithm is named as Converge-and-Diverge 
(CaD).
Note that the redundant message replication in these two modes is limited by comparing 
the utility of encountered node with the gradually updated threshold value, rather than 
comparing with the current utility of message carrier as presented in Chapter 5. The
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motivation is to achieve the low overhead ratio while guaranteeing the delivery ratio.
Here, the Delegation Replication (DR) [80] is particularly used to overcome the lim­
itation of routing decision and the local maximmn problem for Converge mode and 
Diverge mode as follows:
# Converge mode requires both pairwise encountered nodes moving towards the move­
ment region estimated for destination, thus it does not work if the message carrier is 
moving away from the target region, even if its encountered node is moving towards 
this region.
# CaD requires that pairwise encountered nodes be both outside the movement region 
estimated for destination via Converge mode, or within this region via Diverge mode. 
Thus it does not work if the proximity to this region based on the view of pairwise 
encountered nodes are inconsistent. For example, the Converge mode can not work 
if any one of pairwise encountered nodes is within the movement region estimated for 
destination.
# The novelty of the proposed handling methodology is to take into account the factor of 
message lifetime using geometric property and DR. Here, the local maximum problem 
of the proposed two routing modes are overcome, similar to the discussion in Chapter
5.
6.1 Information U pdate
Since CaD also adopts the historical geographic information, it uses the same informa­
tion update function of AaR, as presented in Chapter 5.
6.2 Routing Framework
In general, the message M destined to encountered node is directly delivered from 
the message carrier A{, otherwise it is processed by the following routing decision.
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6.2.1 E s tim a tio n  o f M o v em en t R eg io n
This function is the same as that of in AaR, as presented in Chapter 5.
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Fig. 6.1: Illustration of Geometric Property for CaD
6 .2 . 2  C o n v erg e  M o d e
Different from the motivation of the Approach mode in Chapter 5, here, the Converge 
mode only considers that pairwise encountered nodes both moving towards the move­
ment region estimated for destination. Meanwhile, DR further reduces the replication 
redundancy, by updating the threshold value to qualify the encountered node. Thus, 
the message replication will be converged by using the gradually updated threshold 
value for comparison, rather than estimating the current utility of message carrier for 
comparison.
Note that the geometric metric in the Converge mode is the same as that of in tire Ap­
proach mode of AaR. Given the illustration in Fig.6.1(a) for Converge mode, recpiiring 
F)j,d > Rri, the convergence time duration TTg" is defined, for Nj converging to the 
edge of movement region estimated for A^, calculated as:
r rc o n    ~  ( n  1 \
-  C O S ( A , , ,  X
Where (f)j^ d E [0,7r] is the relative angle between Oj and Dj^ ci- In general, the condition 
Rcmi y  peon ly^ akes message replication since Nj can achieve a faster convergence to
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the edge of movement region estimated for N^. However, this is valid only if both Ni 
and Nj are moving towards the target region, denoted as the conditions (pi^ d < f  and 
4>j^ d < f  • Thus there is a limitation that prevents message replication given that A% is 
moving away from this region, even if its encountered node Nj is moving towards this 
region, denoted as the conditions (pi^ d > f  and (j)j^ d < f  •
By using DR to overcome this limitation, the threshold value is cached for each 
generated message, where the conditions > 7 ^  and 4>j^ d < f  make message
replication, and is an updated value of the convergence time duration recorded for 
the previously encountered node in the past. This motivation focuses on the comparison 
between the currently encountered node and previously encountered node, rather than 
the comparison between the message carrier and currently encountered node, thus 
overcoming the stated routing limitation.
Different from original DR, is initialized with an infinitely large value. The moti­
vation behind this is to also overcome the limitation that Ni is moving away from Nd 
at the generation time of M. Apart from overcoming the limitation of geometric met­
ric requiring pairwise encountered nodes to be moving towards the target region, the 
motivation of using DR also overcomes the limitation of the proximity to this region, 
since to calculate 7 ^  given D%  ^< Rd is also invalid.
Similar to original DR, is updated to if Nj satisfies the conditions Vjg*" > 7T^
and (})j^ d < f  ) recorded as the convergence time duration of the previously encountered 
node to compare with the upcoming encountered node. It is also essential to update 
towards a less value between M  including its copy, carried by both Ni and Nj 
given their encounter.
Furthermore, to handle the local maximum problem for the conditions < Tj°p 
and 4>j^ d < §, the equation (6.2) guarantees message replication converging to the edge 
of movement region estimated for Nd, before the message expiration lifetime:
+  (6 .2)
where is the elapsed time since the generation time of M, and is its initialized 
lifetime. The condition VJU > ~ implies even as the currently least
convergence time duration recorded in the network, is still longer than the remaining
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message lifetime. In the light of this, M  is replicated to Nj, hoping Nj would encounter 
other nodes with a less value than at the upcoming encounter. Note that the 
update of is not required for handling the local maximum problem.
6.2.3 D iverge M ode
Given that Dj^d < Rd, the heuristic geometric metric in Diverge mode is defined as the 
shortest divergence time duration for Nj diverging to the entire area of movement 
region estimated for Nd. This is because that the mobility of Nj is beneficial to message 
delivery within this region by not taking into account the value of (f)j^ d- Furthermore, 
the long term mobility of Nj is assumed to be unpredictable within this region. Thus 
a heuristic divergence movement region is estimated for Nj with the radius Rj, similar 
to the discussion of the movement region estimated for destination. The idea behind is 
the short divergence time duration implies the fast encounter between Nd, no matter 
how its estimated movement region varies, which is because both and '^(tj^d) &re
consistent after information update. As illustrated in Fig.6.1(b), the is calculated 
as:
r p d iv  _  R j .  —  R j d  d~  R d  /r .  g \
Where the condition > 7^^ makes message replication for faster dissemination to 
the entire area of target region.
However, the condition 7^^ > is valid only if Ni is also within this region, requiring 
the condition Di^d < Rd- Similar to the discussion of using DR for Converge mode, DR 
is utilized by caching as the threshold value in Diverge mode, with an infinitely 
large value set for each newly generated message as well. Thus the condition > 7^^ 
makes message replication, without taking into account the proximity to the target 
region based on the view of Ni.
Similar to the discussion in Converge mode, the condition > 7|™ — 7^|“ handles 
the local maximum problem for V^P’ < hoping Nj would encounter other nodes 
with a less value than Vp}'^  or encounter Nd directly within the target region. Besides, 
the update of is similar to the discussion of
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6 .2 .4  T ran sm iss io n  F ram ew o rk
According to equation (6.4), the message with the negative value of (7^^ — 
implies it can not be replicated to the edge of target region before message expiration. 
Similarly, the message with the negative value of (7^"  ^-  7^j") — implies it can not 
be replicated to the entire area of the target region before message expiration.
(T^ y^  — 7%j") — message replicated using Converge mode
PM =  { (6.4)
(r^ P^  -  TM^ ) — l^ M^  message replicated using Diverge mode
Note that it is unreasonable to transmit the message with the negative value of P ^  
replicated using Diverge mode, prior to those with the positive value of P ^  replicated 
using Converge mode, although the former is for message replication within the target 
region. Therefore, the message with the largest value of P)\j is regarded as the highest 
priority for transmission, to target reliable delivery before the limited message lifetime.
The destination will generate an acknowledgement whose size can be ignored compar­
ing with the size of message when the destination successfully delivers message, this 
acknowledgement will be flooded to the entire network. Intermediate node receiving 
this acknowledgement will check its buffer and discard the message wliich has been suc­
cessfully delivered. In particular, this acknowledgement information is updated when 
two nodes encounter.
6.3 Performance Evaluation
6.3.1 E v a lu a tio n  C o n fig u ra tio n s
So far, CaD has been presented as Algorithm 5. Here, evaluation configuration refers to 
TABLE 5.3 in Chapter 5, under the Helsinki city scenario. To guarantee at least one of 
pairwise encountered nodes is with the historical geographic information of destination, 
the simulation is run 3600s before the measmement period. The buffer space of each 
node is set with large enough size so that messages are not discarded due to buffer space 
exhaustion. To show the bandwidth efficiency of CaD, messages are set with 90 minutes 
lifetime and 500 KB size, for every 20s, generated before 16200s with additional 5400s
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A lgorithm  5 Illustration of CaD
for each encounter between Nj, and Nj do
Information update
for each M carried by Ni do
deliver M if Na is in proximity
update and for the M  including its copy carried by Ni and Nj  
if Dj^ d > Rd then
if 1^" > and < § then 
update with for M  
replicate M  to Nj  
else if Fjg'" > 7%' -  7]^ '' and  ^ then
9
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12
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22 
23
replicate M  to Nj 
end if 
else
if > 7]^  ^ then
update with for M  
replicate M  to Nj 
else if 1^'' > then
replicate M  to Nj  
end if . 
end if
transmit the message with the largest value of Pm prior to others 
end for 
end for
to consume the unexpired messages. The source and destination for each message are 
randomly selected. The entire evaluation lasts for 6 hours with 10 runs to report the 
results with 95% confidence interval. The compared algorithms are DAER [75], POR
[76], RAPID [74] and AaR proposed in Chapter 5.
6.3.2 Evaluation R esults Given Varied M essage Lifetim e
CaD achieves the highest delivery ratio in Fig.6.2(a) thanks to Converge mode and 
Diverge mode promoting fast delivery, and particularly to handling the local maximum 
problem of these two modes. Although POR balances the messages through the selected
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Fig. 6.2: Influence of Message Lifetime Under Helsinki City Scenario
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distance for replication, CaD schedules the message transmissions between Converge 
mode and Diverge mode, by taking into account mobility and message lifetime for 
achieving fast delivery within message lifetime. Compared with RAPID, the advantage 
of CaD is because of using geographic information rather than topology information in 
the sparse and highly mobile scenario, where the most recent topology information is 
difficult to be obtained.
Another observation in Fig.6.2(b) shows the lowest average delivery latency achieved 
by CaD. This advantage is contributed by considering the nodal mobility rather than 
distance factor. In particular, the handling scheme for the local maximum problem of 
CaD also contributes to achieving fast delivery. However, both POR and DAER are 
with the limitation that the encountered node would move away from destination, even 
if the encountered node is currently closer to destination, this is the reason POR and 
DAER perform worse than CaD. Relatively, RAPID suffers from a higher latency since 
geographic routing algorithms outperform RAPID by loosing the requirement about 
the most recent topology information.
In Fig.6.2(c), although RAPID outperforms POR and DAER, CaD keeps the stable 
and the lowest level of overhead ratio thanks to its design as well as the efficiency of DR. 
Furthermore, POR outperforms DAER by balancing the message replication through 
the selected distance.
6.3.3 Evaluation R esults Under Tokyo City Scenario
Here in Tokyo city scenario shown in Fig.6.3, there are 60 people and 40 cars in these 
two scenarios with 2500*2500 other configurations are similar to that of under the 
Helsinki city scenario. The results in Fig.6.4(a), Fig.6.4(b) and Fig.6.4(c) still show 
the advantage of CaD over the compared algorithms in terms of delivery ratio, average 
delivery latency as well as overhead ratio.
6.3.4 Comparison Between CaD and A aR
In TABLE 6.1, although AaR achieves the highest delivery ratio, it suffers from the 
highest overhead ratio. Besides, CaD outperforms AaR if increasing the message gen-
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Fig. 6.4: Performance Under Tokyo City Scenario Given 90 Minutes’ Message Lifetime
eration rate. Next, the message size is configured to be small enough, so that there is 
no bandwidth contention. In TABLE 6.2, even all the compared algorithms guarantee 
the 100% message delivery ratio, CaD is more efficient than AaR.
Based on the results in TABLE 6.1 and TABLE 6.2, it is observed that considering the
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TABLE 6.1: Comparison Considering Bandwidth Contention
Delivery R atio Average Delivery L atency O verhead R atio
CaD A aR CaD A aR CaD A aR
Helsinki C ity  Scenario
Default Configuration 0.9111 0.9317 2299s 2301s 11.6 24.35
40 M inutes Message 
Lifetime
0.536 0.573 1401s 1407s 22.75 32.75
10s G eneration  Interval 0.8246 0.8175 2630s 2580s 11.25 16.19
Tokyo C ity  Scenario
D efault Configuration 0.9143 0.9524 2113s 2061s 9.46 17.25
TABLE 6.2: Comparison Without Considering Bandwidth Contention
Delivery R atio Average Delivery L atency O verhead R atio
CaD A aR CaD A aR CaD A aR
Helsinki C ity  Scenario
Default C onfiguration 1 1 1305s 992s 13.18 62
Tokyo C ity  Scenario
D efault Configuration 1 1 1024s 831s 12.3 53.65
close delivery ratio, CaD significantly reduces the overhead ratio while does not suffer 
from the dramatically increased delivery latency.
6.4 Summary
To overcome the problem of long delay for information request/reply due to sparse 
network density, CaD adopts separate schemes to replicate message converging and di­
verging to the movement region estimated for mobile destination, by using its historical 
geographic information. More importantly, CaD utilizes DR for overcoming the lim­
ited routing decision as well as the local maximum problem. The replicated messages 
are further under prioritized transmission, enhancing routing performance. Although 
CaD assumes the constant moving speed in the ideal case, evaluation results under the 
Helsinki and Tokyo cities scenarios show the improvement compared to RAPID, DAER 
and POR, in terms of delivery ratio, average delivery latency as well as overhead ratio. 
Furthermore, when considering the close delivery ratio, CaD is with the advantage of 
a lower overhead ratio over AaR, while CaD does not have a large delivery delay.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
This chapter provides a summary of this thesis’ contributions, and discusses how the 
proposeci algorithms in this thesis contributed to the held of routing in DTNs. The 
perspective regarding future works is further discussed.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
In Chapter 2, the new taxonomy classified the previous works into unicasting, mulcast- 
ing and anycasting issues, where unicasting algorithms are the research focus in this 
thesis. Here, previous unicasting algorithms are classified into naive replication based, 
forwarding based and hybrid based schemes. The naive replication based schemes can 
guarantee sufficient message delivery, however with numerous replication redundancy. 
In contrast, the forwarding based schemes have an advantage on efficiency because they 
do not generate additional message copies during the routing process. Even with its 
advantage, the foiivarding based schemes have less ability to guarantee the sufficient 
delivery. Taking the advantages of the above two types of schemes, the hybrid schemes 
as the extensively investigated branch acliieve the high delivery ratio for effectiveness 
while limiting the replication redundancy for efficiency. Following this taxonomy, nu­
merous high quality publications have been reviewed.
In Chapter 4, a geographic approach considering the stationary destination in DTNs, 
named as CSL was proposed. In CSL, the Come mode promotes message replication
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towards destination by using the geometric metric proposed in AeroRP [128], while 
the Leave mode prevents message replication away from the destination by measuring 
the projected distance within a time window. Also, the Stop mode considers the case 
when one of the pairwise encountered nodes is temporarily stationary. Furthermore, 
CSL handles the local maximum problem if the Come mode can not find a node with 
a less time traveling to destination. This approach aims to increase the possibility 
to encounter other candidate nodes which contribute to message delivery. CSL also 
combines the Delegation Replication (DR) [80] to overcome the limitation of geomet­
ric metric, as discussed in AeroRP. The key insight is to compare the utility metrics 
between the currently encountered node and previously encountered node, rather than 
comparing that of between the currently encountered node and message carrier. Using 
the ONE simulator introduced in Chapter 3, results showed CSL overcomes the limita­
tion of AeroRP while outperforming the compared algorithms regarding delivery ratio, 
average delivery latency and overhead ratio.
In Chapter 5, the AaR considers the mobility of destination by estimating its move­
ment region. Here, the Approach mode is responsible for replicating message towards 
this region, which reduces the latency to approach this region as well as the replication 
redundancy out of this region. The Roam mode selects the candidate node roaming 
with a longer time duration within this region, to increase the possibility for message 
delivery. Considering the limited bandwidth and buffer space, the message priority is 
defined based on a joint consideration about the mobility of mobile nodes and message 
lifetime, to schedule the message transmission and discard. Recall that the mobility of 
mobile nodes is crucial for routing in DTNs, the proposed pruning process reduces the 
redundancy by taking into account the time duration to approach the movement region 
estimated for message destination. Considering the factors of message lifetime, gener­
ation rate, moving speed, network density as well as buffer space, extensive simulation 
results under different scenarios showed the advantage of the proposed AaR regarding 
delivery ratio, average delivery latency and overhead ratio.
In Chapter 6, by taking the advantage of the algorithms proposed in Chapter 4 and 5, 
the investigation of DR in CaD also overcomes the limitation if the proximity to the 
movement region estimated for destination is inconsistent in relation to the message
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carrier and its encountered node. For example, the Converge mode can not process 
message replication without using the concept of DR, considering the case that the 
message carrier is within the target region even if the encountered node is out of this 
region. Compared to AaR, CaD is with the advantage regarding a lower overhead ratio. 
It is highlighted that the research activity of exploring DR can overcome the limita­
tion of other geometric metrics requiring pairwise encountered nodes with consistent 
property, in addition to the addressed proximity and moving direction in CaD.
7.2 Future Works
During the last few years, the research activities of routing in DTNs have attracted 
tremendous attention with a large number of academic publications, even with the lack 
of large scale and long term applications. With the contributions in mind, the following 
three topics for future investigations are liighlighted because of their perspectives:
1. Message dissemination in Delay/Disruption Tolerant Social Networks: This is 
because the characteristic of DTNs is robust to selfish behavior, reducing the 
overhead ratio [134]. Furthermore, since the social relationship between humans 
can be modeled as geo-region, geographic routing in DTSNs is worthwhile inves­
tigating because it has not been extensively addressed so far.
2. Combining the routing algorithms reviewed in this thesis with those designed for 
MANETs: The initial work in [133] proposes that it makes sense to adopt the 
routing algorithms designed for MANETs to achieve the short delivery delay given 
high network density. To enhance the reliability in reality, it is also promising 
to combine the conventional geographic routing algorithms with the proposed 
approaches such as AaR or CaD, where the latter is only activated if the delay 
to wait for the location information exceeds a certain threshold.
3. Considering the case in cellular network [135], DTN technology is utilized to 
let user equipment self-organize to connect to a base station either directly or 
indirectly through multiple hops, in order to solve the base station failure problem 
quickly prior to the availability of auxiliary equipment.
A ppendix A
A .l Running Simulation
ONE comes with a default_settings.txt file. It is important to note here that this file 
is read (used) for every simulation. Thus, we would, in general, be modifying this file 
to suit our purpose. We just need to specify names of these files while running the 
simulation, as shown below:
one.bat epidemic.txt
A .2 Scenario Configuration
Next, we put an example of the configuration file using Epidemic routing under RWP 
scenario.
#Sscenario settings#
Scenario.name =  Epidemic-RWP 
Scenario.updatelnterval =  0.1
#  21600s = =  6h#
Scenario.endTime =  21600
#  Number of groups in scenario#
Scenario.nrofHostGroups =  1
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# # #  Interface-specific settings:###
#  For SimpleBroadcastlnterface, the parameters are:#
#  “Bluetooth” interface for all nodes#
bt Inter face, type =  SimpleBroadcastlnterface
#  transmitSpeed : transmit speed of the interface (bytes per second)#
#  transrnitRange : range of the interface (meters)#
#  Transmit speed of 2 Mbps =  250kBps# 
btlnterface.transmitSpeed =  250k 
btlnterface.transmitRange =  10 
# # #  Group-specific settings:###
#  groupID : Group’s identifier. Used as the prefix of host names#
#  iirofHosts: number of hosts in the group#
#  movementModel: movement model of the hosts (valid class name from movement 
package)#
#  waitTime: minimum and maximum wait times (seconds) after reaching destination#
#  speed: minimum and maximum speeds (m/s) when moving on a path#
#  bufferSize: size of the message buffer (bytes)#
#  router: router used to route messages (valid class name from routing package)#
#  msgTtl : TTL (minutes) of the messages created by this host group, default=infinite# 
# # #  Common settings for all groups:###
Group.movementModel =  Random Waypoint 
Group.router =  EpidemicRouter 
Group.bufferSize =  lOOOM
#  All nodes have the bluetooth interface#
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Group, nroflnterfaces =  1 
Group.interfacel =  btlnterface
#  Walking speeds#
Group.speed =  5,5
#  Waiting time#
Group.waitTime =  0,240
#  Message TTL of 60 minutes (1 hour)#
Group.msgTtl =  60
Group, nr ofHosts =  100
Group.groupID =  n
# # #  Movement model settings:###
#  seed for movement models’ pseudo random number generator (default =  0)# 
MovementModel.rngSeed =  1
#  World’s size for Movement Models without implicit size (width, height; meters)# 
MovementModel.worldSize =  1000, 1000
# # #  Message creation parameters:###
#  How many event generators#
Events, nrof =  1
#  Class of the first event generator#
Event s i. class =  MessageEvent Generator
#  (following settings are specific for the MessageEventGenerator class)#
#  Creation interval in seconds (one new message every 30 seconds)#
Event s i. interval =  30
#  Message sizes (Ik)#
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E ven tsl.s ize  =  Ik
#  Source nodes of messages, 1-100#
E ven ts l.h o sts  =  0,99
#  Destination of messages#
E v en ts l.to h o sts  =  100,100
#  Message ID prefix#
Eventsl.prefix =  M
#  Message generation time#
Eventsl. time =3600,18000
# # #  Reports - all report names have to be valid report classes:###
#  how many reports to load#
Report.nrofReports =  1
R ep o rt.rep o rtD ir =  repo rts /E p idem ic-R W P
#  Report classes to load#
R e p o r t.re p o r tl  =  M essageS ta tsR eport
A 3 Output of Result Report
#  Simulation duration# 
sim-time: 21600.1000
#  Number of generated message# 
created: 600
#  Number of message transmitted# 
started; 60006
#  Number of message successfully transmitted#
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relayed: 60000
#  Number of message unsuccessfully transmitted# 
aborted: 6
#  Number of message dropped due to expiration# 
dropped: 60000
#  Number of message removed from buffer space due to overflow# 
removed: 0
#  Number of message delivered# 
delivered: 600
#  Delivery ratio# 
delivery-prob: 1.0000
#  Overhead ratio# 
overhead-ratio: 99.0000
#  Average Delivery Latency# 
latency-avg: 554.7558
#  Average hop count# 
hopcount-avg: 4.2317
#  Average buffer time for all the messages# 
buflfertime-avg: 2965.0772
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